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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Rapidly rising asset values and growing farm size have characterized
agriculture for more than two decades. These, trends have been accompanied
by increased concentration of the ownership and control of farm resources
and widening differences in the farm incomes of various size farms.—''
These and other changes in the tenure, productivity, financial and legal
characteristics of farm firms have led farmers, rural residents and policy
makers to express renewed interest in the future structure of the U.S.
farm production sector.
Structure is a nebulous concept; an overused word chosen by many to
describe any and all characteristics of an industry. The structure of
agriculture has been identified by Penn to include the following compo
nents :
" • Organization of resources into farming units.
• Size, management, and operation of those units.
• Form of business organization, whether a sole proprietor or
several individuals in a partnership or corporation.
• The degree of freedom to make the business decisions, and the
degree of risks borne by the operator.
• Manner in which the firm procures its inputs and markets its
products.
• Extent of owciership and control of the resources that comprise
the farming unit.
• Ease of entry into farming as an occupation.
4
• Manner of asset transfer to succeeding generations.
• Restrictions on land use; immediate "sovereignty" versus
2/
stewardship for future generations."—
Our interest in this discussion will focus more narrowly on the
"structure" questions, it will be limited to the implications of tax
laws (both income and estate) on equity accumulation, the costs of
transferring property between generations and the ownership and control
of farm land. The basic objectives are two-fold; first to quantify
the outflow of funds to pay income and estate taxes and to defray estate"
settlement and liquidation costs; arid second to determine the incentives
provided by the federal income and estate tax laws for farmers with
different characteristics to change their land ownership status (buy,
sell, transfer, or lease). Based on micro analyses, inferences will be
drawn concerning future characteristics of the farming sector with"
particular emphasis on the distribution of farms by size and financial
structure, the ownership and control of farm resources (particularly
farm land), tenure and legal form of business organization and barriers
to entry into and exit from faiming.
More specifically, the objectives of this study include:
1. Describe and quantify the economic and financial impacts of
selected income and estate tax laws on farm firms with various
size-asset composition-financial structure characteristics.
Impacts to be quantified include income and estate tax liabili-
ties, equity accumulation, estate settlement costs, and liquidity
losses, and property distribution among the heirs at death.
I
Particular tax laws to be evaluated include;
a. The estate and gift tax rate structure, deductions and
credits
b. Special use valuation of farm land
c. Installment payment of estate tax
d. Basis of property at death
e. Tax treatment of ordinary income vs. capital gains
f. Installment reporting of capital gain
2. Determine the impact of the above tax laws on the substitution
of debt for equity, purchase or liquidation of farm assets,
and expected real estate prices and participants in the real
estate market (i.e. who has incentives to buy and who to sell
or not sell).
3. Draw inferences from the quantitative analysis as to the future
structure of agriculture with emphasis on farm size, financial
structure, and ownership and control of farm real estate.
Taxes and Agriculture
Taxes and tax management appear to play a significant role in the
choice among various production, marketing and financial strategies by
farmers. Tax management is a legitimate and integral part of the farm
management curriculum of land-grant college teaching and extension
programs', and numerous commercial and public accounting services focus
on generating reports and data that will be useful in making tax manage-
3/
ment decisions,— Farmers frequently comment that tax considerations
are important in their decision to purchase machinery or equipment>
schedule the marketing of crops and livestock, utilize credit, improve
land, choose a particular legal form of business, transfer property to
various family members and even choose various enterprises. Recent
changes in federal income and estate tax laws, including the Tax Reform
Act of 1976 and the Revenue Act of 1978, along with higher farm incomes
(and thus, potential tax liabilities) have resulted in tax management
becoming a major focus of farm and'business management.
Because of the impacts that tax rules have on farm decision-making,
some analysts have argued that "federal tax laws have contributed signifi-
4/cantly to structural change in agriculture."— Provisions with respect
to cash vs. accural accounting, accelerated depreciation, investment
credit, capitalization of production expenses, and differential taxation
of business entities (sole proprietorship, corporation, partnership) may
have differential impacts on farmers with different size, enterprise,
tenure, asset composition and financial structure characteristics,—^
Furthermore, tax laws with respect to special valuation of farmland
N
at death,—^ installment payment of estate taxes for closely held busi-
7 / 8 /
nesses,— the installment reporting of capital gain,- the interest deduc-
9/tion for mortgage or contact indebtness used to purchase real property,—
the differential tax treatment of ordinary income compared to capital
10/
gains,— aiid the opportunity to treat as current deductible expenses
various land improvement expenditures (land clearing and.conservation
expenses)—^ are hypothesized to differentially influence the income
stream, capital gains, and costs and benefits of owning real property
depending upon the characteristics of the owners. These tax provisions
are also expected to influence the value of real property and the sale,
purchase and rental activity in the rural real estate market.
Estate tax provisions impact the cost of transferring property
between generations and thus may result in,the sale of farm assets or
the substitution of debt for equity funds to pay taxes and other estate-
settlement costs; these adjustments will impact the future size and
financial structure of farm firms depending upon the current asset
composition, fa.mily characteristics and estate plan.
Because tax rules may provide different incentives (or disincentives)
to farms with different characteristics to adjust production, marketing
and financial strategies,, one can logically hypothesize that these rules
may influence the future structure of the farm production sector. How
ever, the relative importance of tax policy compared to other policies'
that impact farmers (environmental policy, direct subsidy programs,
credit policy, marketing programs, etc.) must also be assessed; tax
policy may compliment or be in conflict with other dimensions of agri
cultural policy. Although not an explicit component of this study, the
relative impact of various government policies on farm firms and the
farm production sector should be evaluated before policy changes are
implemented. By quantifying the magnitude of the differential tax
incentives provided to different farmers, this study should provide
useful information to determine the relative impact of various government
policies on the structure of agriculture.
12/
Tax Policy—
Tax policy, like all public policy, must be judged based on its
impacts on the population as a whole as well as on individual producers
and consumers. Furthermore, the aggregate or social impact of tax
policy may differ depending on the time period allowed for adjustments—
the long-run impact of changing the tax laws may be quite different than
the short-run impact.
From a policy perspective, taxes have three key roles in society;
1) to raise revenue,
2) to impact the organization and efficiency of economy activity,
3) to redistribute income and wealth among members of society.
These three key roles provide the basis to evaluate changes in tax
policy. The structural implications of tax policy are manifested in
the organization and efficiency and redistribution roles noted above;
little will be said about the revenue generation dimensions of the
various tax provisions discussed herein.
Efficiency
Efficiency in production and marketing has always been highly
esteemed in agriculture. Most analysts indicate that consumers have
benefited from improved agricultural productivity through lower cost,
higher quality food.
Tax policy supposedly impacts efficiency in agriculture through the
incentive or disincentive the tax provisions provide to:
1) acquire more productive technology,
2) substitute capital for labor (or vice-versa),
3) develop new technology,
4) exploit economics of size.
The capital requirements in agriculture per worker and per dollar of
13/
sales are substantially higher than for other industries.— Much of
this capital embodies new technology which is in part responsible for
the productivity increases of the agricultural sector. Tax provisions
impact the cost of acquiring new capital inputs and thus the optimal
quantities of capital and labor to use. Tax provisions may also
influence the long-run cost curves in farming and thus size economics.
Finally, the rate of adoption of new technology may be enhanced by tax
t
provisions that reduce tax liabilities for firms that adopt and improve
upon new production techniques. Recent examples included the tax
credits and incentives provided for energy conservation and energy
14/
production from agricultural and other biomass products.—
Equity
Equity has many dimensions; the two most important to agriculture
are probably equality of opportunities to enter farming and equality
of income and wealth distribution.
Tax provisions can impact the opportunities to enter farming by
their treatment of property transferred between family members during
the intergenerational transfer process. Sizeable estate tax liabilities
would be expected to reduce the ability of succeeding family members to
continue farming (at least at the same scale as the previous generation)
because of the necessity to liquidate farm assets to pay estate taxes.
Lower tax liabilities would facilitate inter-family transfers, but may
reduce the opportunities for entry by individuals whose parents or
ancestors were not engaged in farming.—^ Alternatively, tax laws might
directly facilitate entry by providing incentives for sales of farm
property from retiring farmers to non-family members
Equality of income and wealth distribution is an explicit objective
of tax policy as exemplified by the progressive nature of the federal
income and estate tax rate structures. Yet some argue that this progres
sive tax rate structure enables the farmer in higher tax brackets to
obtain more benefits from interest, depreciation and other deductions.
The different impact of tax laws on farms with different characteristics
(size, tenure, financial structure, enterprise specialization) is also an
important equity issue.
The equity issue is further raised in the form of tax equality—are
individuals and firms with similar incomes in different industries or
employment paying similar taxes. Like other industries, farmers have
their set of alleged "loopholes" including cash accounting and the
potential for reduced valuation of farm land and thus reduced estate
taxes at death.
Revenue Generation
Individuals who reported farm income on Schedule F.paid 4 percent
of the total federal personal income taxes in 1977.—^ Although federal
estate and gift taxes are not a major source of government revenue, with
inflation and appreciation in asset values, more revenue will be forth
coming from such taxes unless laws are passed to index the tax rates
based on the rate of inflation.
Any revenue Increases that are obtained' by increasing the tax
burden on farmers could substitute for taxes paid by other businessmen
or wage earners, and a tax reduction for farmers would require increased
tax liabilities for other taxpayers unless government expenditures are
reduced or larger government deficits are accepted. There is also an
interconnection here with the goal of equity. If, for example, any
revenue lost through lower income and transfer taxes on farmers
were to be made up by a sales tax or other "regressive" tax, tax
equity as well as income and wealth equity would not be improved.
If lost revenue from lower tax bills for farmers was replaced with tax
revenue from high income.and wealth taxpayers, equity would likely be
improved.
Procedure
The basic methodology of this study will be to determine the incen
tives provided by tax laws to change individual firm behavior, and then
to infer the distributional and structural implications of such changed
10
behavior. - Specifically, the procedural steps to complete the analysis
will be:
V
1. Identify and describe selected income and estate tax laws that
impact equity accumulation, the costs of intergenerational •
transfer and decisions concerning land ownership and use.
2. Determine the size, asset composition and financial structure
of the various firms to be evaluated. The USDA "typical"
/
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farm data will provide the base for this determination.—
The objective will be to specify firms representative of the
various size-asset composition-financial structure catagories
in U.S. agriculture.
3. Simulate with the Iowa State University Gbmputer Assisted
Estate and Business Planning Models the economic consequences
of the previously identified laws for the various typical
farms. Specific consequences will include income taxes,
estate taxes and costs, estate liquidity, firm growth, and
accumulation of wealth and assets during the expansion and
intergenerational transfer process.
4. Evaluate the impact of the numerical analyses completed in (3)
above for the factor markets, particularly the capital (debt
and equity) and real estate markets.
5. Develop inferences from (3) and (4) above as to the distribu
tional impacts of various tax regulations with respect to
farm firms with various size-asset composition-financial
structure characteristics, and the future structural changes
that might be expected.
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A preferred approach would be to evaluate the actual behavior of indi
vidual firms in response to various tax provisions, or the changes in their
behavior as tax laws are changed as evidenced by aggregate supply response,
production practices, adoption of technology, etc. Unfortunately, the data
and resource requirements of such an approach are beyond the scope of this
study. Through the selection of representative farms with a wide variety
of characteristics combined with the evaluation of alternative scenarios
for these representative farms in terms of financial structure, tenure, size
and asset composition, a base can be developed for drawing inferences
concerning the micro and aggregate impact of various tax provisions.
Previous Studies
Numerous studies have been completed concerning the implications
of the tax provisions on management decisions and tax policy on the
structure of agriculture. However, most of these studies have emphasized
the farm level effects of taxation, or the impacts of tax rules on
investment behavior and capital formation. Little work is available
on the distributional impacts of farm.tax laws, although some authors
have suggested that farmers as a group receive substantial-tax reduc-
19/
tions.under current tax laws.—
The progressive nature of the income tax rate schedule has received
some empirical attention. Dean and Carter indicated that progressivity
of the income tax rates does not change the optimum level of output if
all economic costs are tax deductible, and reduced the optimum scale
it(
21/
20/
if economic costs exceed tax deductible costs.— Carman demonstra ed •
this concept in an application to large field crop-vegetable farms.-
However, Lin, et. al. indicated that since tax provisions reduce the
12
variance of "after-tax" income (and the reduction is' larger with
higher incomes because of the tax rate progressiyity), risk averse
22/
farmers will respond by increasing output.—
Special tax provisions for farmers such as cash accounting and
deductibility of some capital expenses provides incentives to develop
tax sheltered investments Empirical studies of the implications
of tax sheltered investments indicate they may impact production and
prices. For example studies of the.beef breeding and beef feeding
industry suggest that the tax provisions encouraged individual producers,
24/
particularly those in high tax brackets, to expand production.— ;
The implications for beef supplies and consumer prices are less well
documented, but in a competitive industry such as beef breeding and
feeding, additional-supplies would be expected to result in lower
consumer prices. Some have argued that the tax laws in effect prior
to 1976 also resulted in incentives for non-farm investment in the
beef industry, the development of large scale feedlpts, and increased
25/
risk in cattle feeding due to excess feedlot capacity.—
Analysis of the impact of tax rules on orchard and vine crops
has attempted to look beyond the firm level impacts to the aggregate
production and supply response. Empirical studies have verified that
tax laws have encouraged production in selected orchard crops, and that
benefits from expanded production accrued to consumers in the form of
lower prices as well as producers and middlemen in the form of higher
9 ft/
profits.— In part because of concerns expressed by producer groups
about the incentives that tax provisions might provide to over-expand
production capacity. Congress has eliminated the provisions that
13
allowed producers of almonds and citrus to expense development costs
27 /
during the year they are incurred.—
The issue of cash versus accural accounting for farmers has been
the subject of various analyses.—^ .Most of these discussions have
identified the various advantages of the different accounting systems
based on logical reasoning and only limited numerical or empirical
•evidence has been presented. Voiding and Boehlje have compared the
cash and accural systems and have indicated that the benefits of the
accural system in terms of after—tax income, consumption and growth
rate in net worth are largest for farms x^ith gross sales in excess
of $100,000 (Census Class lA) compared to those with sales of $20,000-
29 /
$39,999 (Census Class II).—
As to the implications of tax laws for the choice of a legal form
of business entity, most discussions have focused on the micro incen
tives to change legal status—to change from a sole proprietorship to
a corporation or partnership. Numerous extension and research publica—
30 /
tions are available on this topic,— and various analysts have specu
lated about the incentives to incorporate with the reduction in corporate
31/
income tax rates that were included in the Revenue Act of 1978.—
Recent interest in the limited partnership form of business entity also
32 /
seems to be a function of the impact of the tax laws.— Studies that
have evaluated the tax and financial implications of various forms of
business organization are few in number and provide a limited base for
drawing implications as to the future organizational entity structure
of agriculture.—/
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With specific reference to estate tax provisions, various
authors have argued the benefits of recent changes that enable fanners
to value real property at lower than market value for estate taxation
34/
purposes.— However, Hjorth has suggested that special use valuation
of farmland and installment reporting of estate tax will "increase
QC/
the demand and reduce the supply of farm land in the market,"-^ "drive
36 /up the prices of farm land in relation to current yield,"— and
37 /"contribute to the decline and possible demise of the family farm."—
Woods and Sisson,—^ Sisson,-^^ and Matthews and Stock^^ raise similar
questions concerning the implications of the special use valuation
provisions on the pattern of land ownership, tenure arrangements and
the structure of agriculture. Boehlje and Harl indicate that the tax
benefits from special use valuation can amount to as much as 14 percent
of the value of the land—some buyers may be willing to pay 14 percent
more for the land just to obtain the tax benefits.—^ Furthermore,
these tax benefits are larger for older compared to younger farmers.
Thus, the tax laws may have a direct effect on the price of agricultural
assets (in this case farm land), as well as the incentive for farmers
with" various characteristics to participate in the market.
Sisson has provided a brief review of some of the income and
estate tax laws that influence- farmers and speculated as to their
impact on the structure of agriculture.—^ Much of Sisson*s work is
•not empirical in nature, but is based on logical arguments concerning
the impact of tax laws on individual farmers and inferences from these
firm impacts to structural implications.
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Sisson argues' that farmers enjoy lower tax burdens than other tax
payers based on a comparison of the tax liabilities of families who
reported farm income and,the total U.S. population using the Brookings
MERGE data file.—^ One should note, however, that Sisson compared
farmers to all U.S. taxpayers and did not recognize in his empirical
work the difference between the tax treatment of farmers as business
men and the U.S. population as primarily wage and salary earners. A
more meaningful analysis would involve farmers as businessmen compared
to businessmen who do not report farm Income, since the tax law treats
income from a business in a somewhat different fashion than income
from wages or salaries.
Sisson concludes that:
"It would thus seem that the primary beneficiary of the
present system of farm tax preferences is the individual
who has a larger income, whether he is a member of the
farm sector or the nonfarm sector. This is particularly
evident in the personal income tax, the corporate income
tax, and the estate tax. It is also clear that tax
rules favoring farming in general and backed by farmers
as a whole have differential impacts on smaller and
larger farmers. While the smaller farmer may benefit
from these tax advantages, the larger operations are
able to reap larger benefits over time. This differen
tial advantage is translated into greater ability to
bid for land, equipment, livestock, and other produc
tive inputs. The general result of farm tax aids is
a restructuring of farming operations toward larger
farming operations. Tax provisions which benefit
small fanners in the short run become obstacles to
their survival in the long run.iiA'
Much of the discussion on taxes and tax policy included in the
recent USDA publications on the structure of agriculture is based on
Sisson*s work.
16
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CHAPTER II
SELECTED INCOME AND ESTATE TAX PROVISIONS
The tax provisions that impact farmers are numerous and complex. We
will review here only selected provisions that are expected to influence
the tax liabilities of settling estates and the purchase, sale and transfer
of farm real estate. The following discussion is not intended to provide
a thorough analysis of specific laws, regulations and court or administra
tive rulings, but only a brief review to provide a basic understanding
of the institutional structure of these provisions.
Estate Taxation
A basic understanding of the structure of the federal estate tax law
will be useful to appreciate the implications of estate taxes for farm
firms. The first step in determining the estate tax liability is to
determine the gross estate. The gross estate is calculated as the value
of all property the deceased owned in fee simple, the share of property
V I
owned as tenants-in-common, the appropriate portion of property-owned as
joint tenants, the face value of life insurance owned by the decedent or
payable to the estate, plus the value of all gifts within three years of
death in excess of the annual exclusion plus gift taxes paid.-^^ For
joint tenancies created prior to 1976, the full value of joint tenancy
property is included in the estate of the first joint tenant to die except
for the amount that can be proven was contributed by the surviving joint
2/tenant,— Joint tenancy between husband and wife created after 1976 and
subject to a gift tax (if applicable) can be treated at the first death as
3/
one-half owned by each joint tenant for federal estate tax purposes.—
Furthermore, beginning in 1978 a spouse can acquire a two percent per year
T
credit (or ownership interest for federal estate tax purposes) in jointly
held property for each year she (he) materially participates in the farm
business. This credit is limited to a maximum of 50 percent of the^value
of the property and cannot reduce the deceased spouse*s gross estate by more
than $500,000,-^
' Note that any gifts in excess of the $3,000 annual exclusion must be
included in the gross estate. This change in the tax law in 1976 has
reduced the incentive to give gifts that will incur gift t^es prior to
death. Furthermore, any transfer of property during life without giving
up complete ownership (for example, a reservation of the right to the
income such as in a retained life estate, or the right to disapprove of
any transfers of the property to a third party) will result in that ,
property being included in the gross estate.
With respect to life insurance, the proceeds of a life insurance
policy are included in an individual's gross estate for federal tax
purposes if he owned the policy at his death or the estate was the beneficiary
of the policy,—^ To make sure that life insurance proceeds are not included
as part of ah estate, the decedent (person who dies) cannot be the owner
of the policy, and the policy must be payable to a named beneficiary other
than the estate.
The next step in determining the estate tax liability is to calculate
the adjusted gross estate. The adjusted gross estate is determined by
subtracting debts and other claims, funeral expenses, costs of administering
the estate, and losses from fire, storm and other casualty or theft during
the settlement of the estate from the gross estate,—^
Deductions from the adjusted gross estate are then allowed for:
1) the amount of money or property left to charitable, religious ^d
educational organizations,—^
2) amounts transferred to a minor child with no surviving parent
(limited to $5,000 times the difference between the child*s age
8/
and age 21)
3) all or a portion of the amount of property passing without reserva-
9/
tlon to a surviving spouse—'the marital deduction.—
The marital deduction cannot exceed the greater of $250,000 or 50 percent of
the adjusted gross estate, but it is also limited to the amount actually
received by the spouse. Thus, the marital deduction permits a person to
leave at least one-half of his estate to his spouse free of tax» Subtract-^
ing these deductions from the adjusted gross estate results in the taxable
estate.
To this taxable estate taxable gifts given since 1976 (except those
already accounted for in calculating the gross estate) are added to obtain
a "tentative tax base.'*^^ Once the "tentative tax base" is determined,
the tentative tax can be calculated using the unified rate schedule of
Table 1.—^ Then, the unified tax credit can be used to offset all or part
of this liability. The unified tax credit is a credit against both estate
and gift taxes due and has increased from $30,000 for deaths' in 1977 to
$47,000 for deaths In 1981 and thereafter.—^ The tax liability to be
paid is equa!l to the tentative tax minus the credit,
The federal estate tax liability is reduced by the gift t^es paid on
13/any taxable' gifts that were included in the estate — There are also full
or partial credits against the federal estate tax for state inheritance or
Table 1. Federal Estate and Gift Tax Rate Schedule
Tentative
From
Tax Base
To
Tax on amount
in Column (1)
Tax rate (%) on excess
of amount in Column (1)
(1) ' (2) (3) (4)
$ 0 $ 10,000 $ 0 18
10,000 20,000 1,800 20
20,000 40,000 3,800 22
40,000 • 60,000 8,200 24
60,000 80,000 13,000 26
80,000 100,000 18,200 28
100,000 150,000 23,800 30
150,000 250,000 38,800 32
250,000 500,000 70,800 34
500,000 750,000 155,800 37
750,000 1,000,000 248,300 39
1,000,000 1,250,000 345,800 41
1,250,000 1,500,000 448,300 ^3
1,500,000 2,000,000 555,800 45
2,000,000 2,500,000 780,800 49
2,500,000 3,000,000 1,025,800 53
3,000,000 3,500,000 1,290,800 57
3,500,000 4,000,000 1,575,800 61
4,000,000 4,500,000 1,880,800 65
4,500,000 5,000,000 2,205,800 69
5,000,000 •»• 2,550,800 70
Source: Internal Revenue Code, Section 2001.
estate taxes paid,—^ Property in the estate that was Inherited from
someone else and on which federal estate taxes were levied within the
preceding 10 years is also subject to a partial credit.—^
Substantial amounts of property can be transferred at death without
incurring estate taxation. If a person had an adjusted gross estate of
approximately $425,000, died in 1981 or thereafter, left at least $250,000
of his estate outright to his wife to use the marital deduction, and had not
used any of his unified credit to offset gift taxes, there would be no
federal estate tax due. The marital deduction would reduce the taxable
estate to approximately $175,000 in this situation, and the tax schedule
of Table 1 indicates that a taxable estate of this size would result in an
estate tax liability of approximately $46,800. This tax liability could
be offset by the $47,000 unified credit available in 1981 and thereafter,
thus resulting in no tax obligation.
Special Use Valuatlon^^
If qualified real property is used for farming purposes, its value
for estate tax computations can be determined in two ways:
1) the capitalization of cash rent minus property taxes by the
appropriate Federal Land Bank interest rate, and
2) through use of a "five-factor formula."
These special valuation provisions cannot be used to reduce the gross estate
by more than $500,000.—^
The first procedure for valuing land is based on the income capitaliza-
18/
tion theory for valuing a resource,— For this procedure to be used, the
law requires that the "average annual gross cash rental for comparable land
used for farming purposes and located in the locality of such farm" minxis
the average annual real estate taxes (State, if any, and local) for such
comparable land, be divided by the "average annual effective Interest rate
19 /
for all new Federal land bank loans."— The last five full calendar years
20/
before the death of the decedent are to be used in all calculations.—
If cash rent data are unavailable or the executor chooses to not use
the rent capitalization approach to use valuation, he or she may elect to
use the following "five-factor formula":
1) Capitalization of income that the property can be expected to yield
over a reasonable period under prudent management, ,
2) Capitalization of the fair rental value,
3) Assessed value if the State bases real property tax assessments on
current use,
4) Comparable sales In the same geographical area but without
significant Influence from metropolitan or resort areas, and
21/
5) Any other factor that would fairly value the real property.—
It is unclear as to how these five factors are to be combined into a
single estimate of value. If a single factor can be chosen at the
executor's discretion, one might expect information from crop'-share rental
arrangements and/or property tax assessments based on use value to be
utilized in the valuation process.
Eligibility Requirements
As with most tax provisions affording relief to a limited group of
taxpayers, the requirements for "use" valuation of land are both nimierous
and highly detailed. To be eligible for "use" valuation, several pre^-death
conditions must be met, and several post-death requirements iuust be
observed to avoid recapture of the tax benefit.
Pre-death requirements: Pre-death requirements are of two types:
1) those assuring that farm (or other closely-held business) assets
comprise a substantial part of the estate, and
2) those designed to serve as a "gate" to preclude mere investors
from"taking advantage of the tax provisions.
As to the first point, the adjusted value of the farm (or other closely-
22/held business) real and personal property— must be at least 50 percent
of the.adjusted value of the gross estate, using fair market value figures,
23/and must pass to a qualified heir or heirs.— "Gross estate" means gross
24/estate less allowable unpaid indebtedness attributable to the property.—
The intent seems to be to use a "net worth" figure, net of indebtedness .
attributable to the property.
The term "qualified heir" is broadly defined to include any member of
the decedent *s family who acquired the property (or to whom the property
25/
passed) from the decedent.— In turn, "member of the family" is defined
to encompass an individual's ancestors and lineal descendents, a lineal
descendent of a grandparent, the individual's spouse, or the spouse of any
26/
such descendents.— . Legally adopted children are treated as children of
blood relationship.
In addition to the "50-percent" rule, at least 25 percent of the
adjusted value of the decedent's gross estate must be qualified farm (or
other closely-held business) real property that was acquired from or passed
27/from the decedent to a qualified heir.— Again, fair market value figures
are used for determining compliance with the 25-percent rule.
As to the requirements purporting to restrict the privilege to those
involved with a business, the "use" valuation rules specify that during five
8or more years in the eight-year period ending with the dece
dent's death, the real property must have been owned by the
decedent or a member of the decedent's family and held for a
qualified use (farming or another closely-held business use)^
Moreover, during five or more years in the eight-year period
ending with the decedent's death, the decedent or a member of
the decedent's family must have participated materially in the
29 /operation of the farm or other business.— "Material partici
pation" is a key concept in the legislation. Under the statute,
material participation is to be "determined in a manner similar"
to the way it is defined for determining the tax on net earnings
30/from self-emplojanent.— Furthermore, recent regulations
indicate that the property must be used in a "business" and not
as investment property, which appears to preclude the decedent
or the heirs from cash renting the property to non-family mem
bers.—^
In many situations, planning to meet the pre-death require
ments for "use" valuation may be directly competitive with eli
gibility for social security benefits.—^ If a member of the
family (other than the decedent-to-be) serves as the material
participator, social security benefits would not be reduced for
the landowner as the decedent-to-be. Additional social security
tax would be levied against the materially participating family
member unless his (her) earnings already exceed the current cov
ered amount. If the land-owner as the decedent-to-be is the
only feasible material participator, it appears that a choice
must be made between qualifying for "use" valuation of land
or maintaining social security benefit eligibility. It
should be noted that the social security benefits pass to
the decedent-to-be and are relatively certain in amount; the
tax reduction from "use" valuation would be to the benefit
of the surviving heirs and the size of the benefit may be
difficult to assess. Thus, unless the objective is to maxi
mize overall family wealth, the decision may be to maintain
sociial security benefit eligibility.
Post-death requirements; To assure that the benefits of
"use" valuation accrue to those with a long-term commitment
to the farm business, the tax benefits are recaptured under
specified circumstances during the 15 years after the death
of the landowner.
If the real property is disposed of within 15 years
after the death of the decedent to nonfamily members or ceases
to be used for farming or other closely-held business purposes,
33/the tax benefits are recaptured.— Note that as long as the
conditions for a "business" exist, leasing the property under,
a material participation lease is a qualified use of the .prop
erty. Full recapture occurs within the first 10 years with a
phaseout between 10 and 15 years Partial dispositions
35/lead to partial recapture.— Recapture does not occur, how
ever, on death of the qualified
£t
10
36/
heir as to that heir*s portion of the total amount of property involved
In fact, death of the qualified heir terminates the possibility of recapture
for that person*s qualified property. Thus, there is an incentive to
transfer the property to the qualified heir who has the highest probability
of death because his or her death within the 15-year recapture period will
terminate the recapture possibility.
Recapture occurs uppn transfer o.f the real property even though
37 /the transfer is income tax free as a tax-^ree exchange,— or sale
38 /
and reinvestment of a principal residence.— However, if the property
is disposed of by means of an involuntary conversion or condemnation
proceeding and the proceeds are reinvested in real property used for the .
39 /
same purpose, the recapture rules do not apply.—
It was not intended for recapture to occur upon the tax-free transfer^^
of qualified real property to a partnership or corporation if: (1). the
qualified heir retains the same equitable interest in the property as before
the transfer, (2) the partnership or corporation would be considered a
41 /
closely held business,— and (3) the partnership or corporation consents
to personal liability for recapture of tax if it disposes of the real
property or ceases to use the property for qualified purposes during the
42 /
period in which recapture could occur.—
Cessation of qualified use which triggers recapture can also occur
if material participation is not continued after the owner's death.
Absence of material participation for three or more years during any
eight-year period ending after the decedent's death results in recapture.^^^
Note that this recapture rule does not assure eight years after death to
amass five years of material participation. Rather, conditions for
11
recapture could be met during the first year after death or any year
thereafter.
Note that material participation is to be by the qualified heir or
any member of the qualified heir*s f^ily, for the period during which the
property was held by the qualified heir,-^^ This contrasts with the
requirements that material participation be by the decedent or any member
of the decedent's family during the time the property was held by the
decedent
The recapture of tax benefits upon disposal outside the family or
upon cessation of use for farming or other closely-held business uses is
the lesser of the following amounts:
• The "adjusted tax difference"—^ (the excess of the Federal estate
tax liability that would have been incurred had "use" valuation not
been used over the actual Federal estate tax liability based on "use"
valuation).
• The gain on sale over "use" value or the excess of fair market value
, of the property over the "use" value if disposal is other than by
sale or exchange at arm's length
If more than one qualified heir receives qualified real property, the
recaptured tax liability is allocated among the property interests in
proportion to their respective reductions in value, Qualified heirs are
made personally liable for the recaptured tax unless the qualified heir
has furnished a bond,^^^ That outcome is not changed even though the
qualified heir or heirs may not have received the full tax benefits from
use -valuation and may have paid fair market value for the property in an
intrafamily settlement,
12
Note that recapture requires at most the repayment of tax that would
have been due had "use" valuation not been used. Recapture does not
require the payment of interest on the recaptured tax. The benefit from
"use" valuation thus could be substantial even if recapture were to occur.
For example, postponement of payment of $100,000 of estate tax for 10 years
is "worth" $115,894 if the deferred tax' could be invested with an
eight-percent net return. This economic advantage from the "time value of
money" is offset at least in part by the lower income tax basis for the
property, in as much as "use" value becomes the value used at death for
purposes of determining a new basis at death
Land held by an entity! The regulations are to set forth the application
of the "use" valuation rules for property interests held in a partnership,
corporation, or trust,—^ The legislative intent seems clear that land
owned by entities is to be eligible for "use" valuation. The major question
seems to be the eligibility requirements imposed upon land owned other than
by individuals.
The statute indicates, for land held by a partnership to be eligible,
the decedent's interest in the partnership must comprise 20 percent or more
of the total capital interest in the partnership or the partnership must
have 15 or fewer partners.—^ Similarly, for a corporation to be an owner
of land eligible for "use" valuation, the decedent's interest in the corpora«-
tlon must comprise 20 percent or more of the value of the voting stock,or
the corporation must have 15 or fewer shareholders,^^
A trust or estate is not subject to comparable limitations, but a
person must hold a present Interest in a trust to be eligible. It is
assumed the decedent's fractiona,l ownership of the entity would govern
13
in terms of the fraction of the entity' s real property deemed owned by the
decedent.
Federal Tax Lien
A special lien Is Imposed on all qualified farm or closely-held
business real property for which an election has been made to utilize
53 /
"use" valuation.—' The lien continues until (1) the potential liability
for recapture ceases (15 years), (2) the qualified heir dies, or (3) the
tax benefit is recaptured.—^ The lien is not valid against a purchaser,
holder of a security interest, mechanic's lien, or judgment lien creditor
unless properly filed.—'' Liens affecting real property acquired after
November 6, 1978, must be filed with the local or State office where tax
liens are filed in a state which requires public indexing for a lien to
have priority and which has an adequate system for indexing Federal tax
liens•
Even though properly filed, the special lien does not take priority
over designated "super priority" claims. These Include real property ,
taxes and special assessments for public improvements,^^ mechanic's liens
for repair or improvement of the property,^^^ security Interests for the
construction or improvement of real property (to the extent of the.real
58 /
property involved in the improvement),— a contract to construct or
improve real property (to the extent of the proceeds of the contract)
or "the raising or harvesting of a farm crop or the raising of livestock
I
or other animals" (to the extent of the crops or livestock involved and
the property affected by the general lien for unpaid Federal taxes)
Obligations for other purposes, such as borrowing to acquire Interests
of other heirs or to.pay State death taxes and estate settlement costs,
14
would be subject to the lien. Also subject to the lien would be typical
refinancing arrangements in which the real property is used to secure new
funds advanced to repay outstanding obligations. Thus, conflicts between
the speical lien and subsequent debt obligations may be especially acute
if the lerider requires a first lien for credit extension. However, the
special tax lien inay be subordinated with the approval of the Department
of the Treasury if sufficient collateral exists to secure adequately the
interest of the Department of the Treasury as well as that of the lender.—^
And the Department of the Treasury may authorize other security to be
•/
substituted for the real property in question to secure payment of the
62/
tax.—
63 /
Installment Payment of Federal Estate Tax-—
For estates in a position to meet the eligibility requirements, the
15-year installment payment of Federal estate tas^^^ affords substantial
economic benefits with interest at four percent on the first $345,800 of
Federal estate tax attributable to a closely-held business less the
allowable unified credit. Interest only is due for the first five years,
and the deferred Federal estate tax is paid in up to 10 equal annual
installments thereafter with interest on the unpaid balance,^^^ The
magnitude of the economic advantage of this provision depends principally
upon—(1) the ability to maintain the installment payment schedule against
acceleration after death, and (2) the rate of return received on deferred
tax dollars.
Eligibility Requirements
As to eligibility requirements Imposed upon the estate, the requirement
accompanied by the greatest uncertainty for farm businesses is the
15
definition of a "business." To be eligible for a 15-year installment
payment, the closely-held business must exceed 65 percent of the adjusted
gross estate.—^ For this purpose, assets are valued at the figure used
I
for Federal estate tax purposes. Thus, election of "use" valuation could
jeopardize installment payment'of Federal estate tax by dropping the value
of business assets to the 65-percent level or below. For estates holding
a partnership Interest, if the business interest is to count toward the
65-percent requirement,-^^ 20 percent or more of the partnership interest
must be included in the deceased partner's gross estate or the partnership
must have 15 or fewer partners. For a corporate interest, 20 percent or
more of the corporation's voting stock must be included in the deceased
68/
shareholder's estate or the corporation must have 15 or fewer shareholders,—
A problem may exist in determining whether a leasehold arrangement
constitutes a "business"; current regulations suggest that crop share leases
constitute a business but cash rentals nfaynot.
For purposes of the^ 65-percent requirement, interests in "residential
buildings and related improvements on the farm which are occupied on a
regular basis by the' owner or lessee of the farm or by persons employed.
by such owner or lessee for purposes of operating or maintaining the farm
can be Included.In a close case, it can be important whether the farm
is rented to a resident tenant or the land is share rented to neighbors
and the building site is rented to a family- not associated with the farm
business.
Disposition of Interests
Except for "Section 303" stock redemptions;-^ testamentary transfers
by the decedent by will. State law of descent and distribution or a trust
16
72/ 73/
created by the decedent;— and certain corporate reorganizations;— if
one-third or more of the value of the interest in the closely-held business
is "distributed, sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed of" or is withdrawn
from the business, the remaining installments become due.—^ This rule
imposes substantial constraints on death-tdjne and post-death property
transfers.
Lien to Secure Payment of Tax
For deaths after 1976, an estate representative seeking discharge
from liability for pajrment of Federal estate tax may file an agreement
giving rise to a special Federal estate tax lien.—^ The lien is authorized
if 10- or 15-year installment payment has been elected. The lien is
against "real and other property" expected to survive the deferral period.
Once filed, the lien constitutes a priority claim against the property
as against subsequent claimants. However, the special lien is subordinated
to specified "super priority" claims including«-(l) real property tax and
special assessment liens,—^ (2) mechanics* liens for repair or improve-"
ment of real property,—^ C3) real property construction or financing
agreements to finance the construction or improvement of real property or
a contract to construct or Improve real property, and (4) the "raising or
78/harvest of a farm crop or the raising of livestock or other animals,"—
For loans falling within one of the "super priority" categories, the
special tax lien may not be of great significance. However, for borrowing
for other purposes, such as to purchase assets from other heirs, the presence
of the special tax lien can create problems in financing, The problem may
be especially severe where the lender requires a first lien for credit
extension. Authority exists for subordination of the special tax lien in
17
79/
such Instances with approval of the Treasury,—
Capital Gain and Basis at Death
The tax treatment of capital gains and the provisions that specify
how capital gain is determined are particularly important in understanding
tax liabilities of farmers and the farm real estate market because of the
Q(\/
large amount of capital gain that has accrued to farmland in recent years.
Furthermore, numerous recent changes in legislation have occurred in this
area, particularly in the determination of the amount of gain that is
taxable and the tax basis of property at death.
The Revenue Act of 1978 reduced the amount of capital gain that is
81/
subject to tax from 50 percent to 40 percent,— Consequently, 60
percent of any capital gain can now be excluded from taxation with the
remaining 40 percent taxed at the ordinary income rates. The 60 percent
82/
of gain that is excluded is subject to the alternative minimum tax.—
The result of these changes is that a taxpayer in the 32 percent bracket
t
will pay an effective tax on capital gains of 12,8 percent C.40 x 32 percent)5
the highest tax to be paid on capital gains is 28 percent (,40 x,70 percent - •
the highest personal income tax rate), These changes in the effective tax
rates on capital gains encourage the conversion of ordinary income into
capital gains; in the farm real estate market, the expected result would
be higher prices for land with little if any adjustment in annual income
reported as ordinary income,
A related issue is the determination of the tax basis of property which
is used to calculate the ^ount of taxable capital gain. In general, the
basis for purchased property is the purchase price plus the cost of improve-
83 /ments minus depreciation,^ For property received by gift, the recipient •
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• takes the donor's basis; the recipient will be required to recognize gain
in the amount of the difference between the sale price and this "inherited"
basis upon a subsequent sale.—^
Prior to 1977, property owned by a decedent at death received a new or
"stepped-up" basis equal to the value placed on the property for Federal es-
85 /
tate tax purposes.—The 1976 Tax Reform Act introduced the concept of
86 /
"carryover basis" for transfers of property at death.— In essence, this
concept required the heirs to "inherit" the basis of the decedent when prop
erty was transferred at death, i.e. the basis carried over from the decedent
to the heir. Adjustments in this basis were allowed including a "fresh-
start" adjustment, -adjustment for Federal estate tax attributable to the
net appreciation in value of carryover basis property, the minimum $60,000
adjustment for all carryover basis property, and the-adjustment for State
inheritance or similar tax attributable to the net appreciation in value of
07/
carryover basis property.*^
The Revenue Act of 1978 amended the carryover basis concept and imposed
a three-year moratorium on implementation of the carryover basis rules
The carryover basis concept was repealed with passage of the Windfall Profits
89/Tax in March, 1980.— Consequently, the provisions in force prior to the
1976 Tax Reform Act are now applicable, and the heirs again receive a stepped-
up tax basis equal to the value used in determining the Federal estate tax
liability. The capital gain that is recognized and taxed at a subsequent
sale is equal to the difference between the sale price and this "stepped-up"
basis.
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Installment Reporting of Gain
The Installment sales contract Is a commonly used transfer method in
today's farm real estate market.—^ This arrangement allows the seller
to finance the sale of real property, and any capital gain that must
be recognized can be reported and taxed in installments over the life of
91/
the contract if the requirements for installment reporting are met.—
The tax advantage to the seller of such an arrangement is that he can
delay the payment of tax, and furthermore the gain is spread out over many
years rather than belx^ reported in one year and taxed in a higher marginal
tax bracket.
If the seller qualifies for Installment treatment of the gain, the annual
contract proceeds are reported part as interest taxed at ordinary income rates,
part as recovery of capital (and thus not taxed), and part as gain and
taxed as a capital gain. The part of each principal payment that is
reported as gain is computed as the "gross profit" divided by the "total
contract price" where gross profit Is the selling price less adjusted
basis, and the total contract price is the total of cash, notes and other
property received by the seller (Including the amount, if any, that a
mortgage exceeds the basis).—'' If this gain is a long-term capital gain
(which Is typically the case with real estate), then 40 percent of it is
reported as income and taxed at the ordinary income tax rates.
Because of the incentives for the seller to sell property with a low
interest rate (and thus higher value to convert ordinary Income into
capital gain), the installment payment of tax provision includes an
unstated Interest rule. In essence, this rule specifies that if the
20
interest rate on an installment contract is below the."test rate," it will
be recomputed at a higher rate and interest must be reported by the seller
at this higher rate,—^ For contracts entered into on or before July 24,
1975, the test rate is four percent and the rate is computed at five
percent compounded semi-annually; for contracts negotiated after July 24,
1975, the test rate is six percent and the recomputation rate is seven
94/percent compounded semi-annually.— Proposed IRS regulations would increase
these rates to more accurately reflect current market conditions.
If an installment contract held by the seller is sold, given or dis
posed of to' another during life, any gain is recognized and taxed>at the
95/time of disposition.— If the seller dies and transfers the contract to
the heirs, reporting of the gain is not accelerated and the heirs report
the income from each installment in the same manner as the decedent would
96/have done if he (she) were alive.—
Prior to October 1980, for a contract to qualify for installment reporting,
the contract payments in the year of sale could not exceed 30 percent of the'
97 /selling price; and the payments had to be spread.over at least 2 taxable
years and involve 2or more payments.—'' Recent legislation dramatically altered
these rules and the qualifications for reporting gain on an installment-basis.—^
The legislation eliminated the 30 percent limit on the dbwnpayment and the 2 year,
2 payment requirement. It also restricted the potential for a seller to
report the gain on an installment basis if the buyer is related to the seller
21
and sells or transfers the property to a third party—thereby obtaining•the
same family liquidity as could be obtained in a cash sale. If such a transaction
occurs within 2 years after the original sale, the original seller must
report any remaining gain and be taxed thereon at the time of the subsequent
sale. The legislation also changes the tax treatment of the property when
a buyer on contract inherits the contract obligation at the death of the
seller. This frequently occurs with contract sales between family members.
In essence, the new provisions no longer allow the contract to be inherited
tax free; thus the remaining uhtaxed gain is taxed to the estate and an income
tax must be paid in addition to the estate tax.
Other Provisions
Numerous other tax provisions may impact the tax liability on farm es
tates and activity in the farm real estate market. The special tax provi
sions that allow deductions for all or part of the costs incurred in clear
ing timber and adopting soil and water conservation practices will have a
differential impact on the price of improved-land compared to land that
needs clearing or conservation practices.These provisions enable land
owners to obtain a current deduction for qualified expenditures, and if the
length of ownership rules are met, any increase in value attributable to
these expenditures is taxed as a capital gain. Furthermore, the taxable
income of the purchaser or owner will impact the isize of the tax benefits
that can be obtained from such deductions; those with higher incomes and
thus in higher marginal tax brackets will receive the largest benefits.
Deduction of the development costs for certain orchards and vineyards would
22
have similar impacts on the tax liabilities and land value of farmers with
various levels of income.--^
It has been argued that tax provisions concerning depreciation deduc
tions and investment tax credit have an indirect impact on real estate
values and participation in the real estate market—an effect that is in
addition to the direct incentive provided by these provisions to make
various improvements in real propertyThe indirect effect occurs because,
it is alleged, the tax rules encourage the acquisition of larger machinery,
particularly by farmers in higher tax brackets, because of the larger
tax benefits these farmer can obtain from investment credit and the
depreciation and interest deductions, With this larger machinery capacity
(and possibly excess capacity), additional land can be operated, so these
same farmers can outbid other producers who do not receive similar tax
benefits in the land purchase and rental market. The result is higher land
prices, higher rents and a higher concentration of the ownership and opera
tion of farmland by larger producers.-i^^ Although this study will not
evaluate such potential impacts in detail, other related studies should
provide information on the impact of depreciation, investment credit and
other deductions and credits on farmers with various size, tenure and
financial characteristics
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\CHAPTER III
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
Taxes (both income and estate) have both a direct and an indirect impact
on farm firms. The direct effect is clear—income taxes reduce the amount
of income available for reinvestment in the business and estate taxes reduce
the amount of wealth available for continuation of the farming operation.
The indirect effect of taxes impacts farmers through the pricing and market
mechanism. Numerous tax provisions are structured to raise or lower the
price or cost of a particular resource; for example investment credit lowers
the effective cost of qualified capital assets, thus encouraging farmers and
otKer businessmen to acquire a larger quantity of those assets. As we will
note later, this market effect is not restricted only to income taxes; re
cent revisions in estate tax rules that limit the benefits of certain tax
reductions to qualified owners of specific types of assets (in this case
farm land) also have an impact on resource pricing and allocation. •
Taxes and Financial Flows
Estate and income taxes result in a financial drain on the equity base
of the farm busiiess—equity funds must be used to pay taxes rather than be
ing available to generate earnings. Income taxes reduce the quantity of
funds available for annual reinvestment or family living. Likewise if plans
have been made for continuation of the farm business by the heirs, estate
taxes will reduce the equity funds from which to generate future income and
the rate of farm expansion will likely be reduced.
In addition to the direct drain of funds from the firm, income and es
tate taxes may also impact the asset and liability structure of the ongoing
farm business^( Income tax rules may encourage the purchase of assets that
receive favorable tax treatment such as farm land where part of the return
accrues in the form of capital gain which receives preferrential tax treat
ment. Furthermore estate tax rules may impact the asset and financial struc
ture of the firm. If the estate contains sufficient non-business liquid
assets such as insurance, marketable securities, cash, etc., these assets
can be used to pay the estate taxes. If non-business assets are insufficient,
the heirs may borrow funds or sell business assets to pay the remaining tax
liability. If funds are borrowed, the leverage position of the farm is in
creased—thus increasing the financial risk—and the interest payments will
result in increased future expenses and lower family income.
The sale of business assets to pay estate taxes may ,have three potential
impacts on the efficiency and income stream of the on-going farm business.
First, with fewer assets potential gross revenue is reduced, resulting typically
in lower net farm income for the farm heirs. In addition, if size economies
exist, the sale of business assets may result in reduced efficiency and increased
per unit costs if the size of the firm is reduced sufficiently. Finally,
losses may be incurred in the liquidation of farm assets—it may be neces
sary to sell the assets at a discount from fair market value because the
seller must pay the taxes within a specified period of time and has limited
flexibility to retain ownership if the offer price is lower than fair market
value. This "forced sale" phenomena.is common in business liquidation sit
uations .
Thus, taxes reduce the equity base and the net income stream of the
farm firm during life as well as after the death of the current operator.
Taxes may also impact firm efficiency through reductions in firm size and
the liquidation of assets at death.
Taxes and Resource Pricing
The theoretical base for the analysis of resource pricing utilizes the
2/
well accepted concepts of net present value and capital budgeting— . The
impact of taxes on investment behavior has been explicitly recognized in
capital budgeting procedures. More specifically, income tax provisions can
be introduced in the maximum bid price formulation of the capital budgeting
model to obtain the following:
1) = PV(I), + PV(P^) + PV(CG)
where:
n I (1-T )
2) PV(I) = Z ^ °
t=l ['1 + c(l-T^)]^
P
3) PV(P^) = °
E.1 + c(l-T^)]^
(P -P )g(M )
4) PV(CG) = —~—~ 2_
[1 + c(l-T^)]^
= The value of the asset (maximum bid price),
PV(I) » Present value of the after-tax net income stream for n years,
PV(P^) = Present value of the initial purchase price in year n,
PV(CG) = Present value of the after-tax net capital gain in year n,
Ij, = The before-tax net income in year t,
T^ .= The marginal income tax rate for ordinary income,
c = The before-tax cost of capital,
== The price of the asset in' year n,
= The initial purchase price of the asset,
g = The proportion of capital gain that is taxed (currently
60 percent of capital gain is excluded from taxation and
40 percent is taxed, so g = .40).
This basic bid price model is a simplified version of that presented by Lee and
Rask and utilized by Plaxico and Kletke.—^
Although most formulations of capital budgeting explicitly recognize the
important impact of income taxes on the investment decision, the analysis
completed here will also recognize the impact of estate tax provisions on
investment behavior and optimal bid prices for capital assets, particularly
real estate. With the addition of estate tax provisions to the analysis, the
model of equations 1) through 4) must be modified. Specifically, the maxi
mum bid price is determined by equations 1) through 4) if^ the property is
sold prior to death, or if n < d where d denotes the date of death. If the
property is not sold until after death (n ^ d) , than the maximum bid is de
termined as:
5) = PV(I) + PV(TS) + PV(P^) + PV(CG*)
where:
6) PV(I) « r ^ °
t=l [l+c(l-T)]^
o"
(P,-P )T
7) PV(TS) « —^ e e
[1 + cu-Tjr
0
p
8) PV(P ) = °
° [l+c(l-T^)]^
(P^-P ) - (p -p )g(l-T )
9) PV(CG*) = —-—2 n—e g_
[1 + c(l-?^)]^
where:
PV(TS) = Present value of the estate tax savings from special es
tate tax treatment,
PV(CG*) = Present value of the after-tax net capital gain in year n,
« the fair market value (price) of the asset at date of death d^
= the value of the asset for estate tax computation purposes,
= the marginal estate tax rate,
and the remaining variables defined as above.
In the formulation of equations 5) through 9), both income and estate
-tax provisions influence the maximum bid price. The value of an asset is
equal to the sum of the capitalized value of the income stream, the present
value of any estate tax savings from special tax treatment of the asset such
as use valuation, the present value of the initial purchase price at the time
of a subsequent sale in year n, and the present value of net after-tax capi
tal gain. If the property is sold immediately following death for the same
value as used in determining the estate tax liability , then = 0 and
the unique tax treatment of capital gains is irrelevant because the property
receives a "stepped-up" basis at death,—^ However, if the property is, valued
at less than fair market value at death (because of special use valuation or
other unique valuation procedures), or the sale price exceeds the fair market
value at death, then P -P > 0 and capital gains tax provisions will be ap-
IL ^
plied at a subsequent sale in year n.
Incorporation of estate taxes presumes a key behavioral assumption—that
individuals make investment decisions in such a fashion as to maximize after
tax wealth after death. Such an assumption is not inconsistent with concepts
of investment and consumption-sayings theory as espoused by Lutz and Lutz '^'.
and Hejr-^, and with current Interest by farfflers in estate planning. Afur
ther assumption is that individuals will develop investment and disinvest
ment (estate transfer) plans based on life expectancy; -thus individuals don't
plan to die before their life expectancy even though they may acquire insur
ance and other assets to protect against an unexpected early demise.
Consideration of estate tax liabilities in the capital budgeting model
magnifies the importance of the concept of the time value of money and leads
to a theoretical generalization concerning who will benefit most from pro
visions that reduce estate taxes. Those who have the shortest life expec—
«
tancy Ci.e. older farmers) are expected to receive the benefit of reduced
estate taxes more quickly, so such benefits will have a higher expected net
present value to older individuals. If these benefits are associated with
s^ssets (such as farm land in the case of special valuation at
death), the capitalization-model presented earlier would suggest that they
would be reflected in the bid price for that asset.
Typical Farms
The objectives require analysis of the impact of selected tax provisions
oh after-tax income, firm growth, estate transfer taxes and costs, estate
liquidity, and accumulation of wealth and assets for firms with different
size, asset composition, financial structure and tenure characteristics. The
USDA typical farm data are used as the base to determine the various farm
situations to evaluate.
The typical farms used in the analysis were selected by USDA based on
geographic location and commodity specialization. The types of farms selected
and their geographic location and financial and resource characteristics are
summarized in Table 1. As noted by Jensen, the typical farms were defined
based on the major agricultural commodities grown in the U.S. and the geo
graphic location of production of these commodities.-^ The modal size of
principal enterprise for each farm was chosen first based on Census and cost
of production surveys, and then the other enterprises and resource character-
xstlcs were matched to this main enterprise. Data on the costs of production.
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D
labor and machinery requirements, output produced and input and product
prices were obtained from the USDA Firm Enterprise Data System (FEDS) for
the geographic region of the typical farm. Resource availabilities and
tenure-financial structure relationships were specified for the modal farm
based on Census, other research and extension publications.
The various geographic, size and enterprise characteristics of these
representative farms combined with alternative scenarios as to financial
structure, tenure, size and asset composition should provide a base for
drawing inferences concerning the micro and aggregate impact of various
tax provisions.
Farm Impact Analyses
Data on the asset composition and financial structure from the typical
fairms were-combined with standardized assumptions concerning family character
istics and estate and business plans to facilitate analysis with the Iowa
State Computer Assisted Estate and Business Planning Model, The standard
assumptions concerning family characteristics and estate plans used in all
analyses are summarized in Table 2.
The Iowa State Computer Assisted Estate and Business Planning model was
developed to determine the financial consequences of alternative business
organizations and estate creation and transfer plans for individuals with
different family characteristics and various types of firms and estates as
characterized by size, asset composition and ownership pattern.—^ Input re
quired to complete an estate analysis includes:
1) Family Characteristics—Name, age and health of husband and/or wife;
names, ages and marital status of children and grandchildren,
names and relationship ,to the decedent of other potential property
recipients;
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Table 2. Family Characteristics and Estate Plans Used in the Illustrative
Farm Analysis
Family;
Husband - age 82
Wife - age 69
Two children - ages 25 and 22
Four grandchildren - ages 17, 10, 5 and 2
Estate Plans:
Husband - half to spouse in trust (wife and children are beneficiaries and
children have remainder interest); half to spouse in fee simple .
Wife - all to husband in fee simple; all to children equally if husband is
is deceased
Estate Creation and Liquidation;
Rate of return on business assets-5%, non-business assets-5%
Rate of inflation-8% on business assets only
Earnings after income taxes and consumption are reinvested in the same
proportion as the beginning of period ownership mix
Liquidation of property to meet settlement needs in following order;
cash T 0% liquidation loss
stocks, bonds, securities - 2% liquidation loss
household and personal - 6% liquidation loss
personal realty - 15% liquidation loss
machinery, livestock, inventories - 6% liquidation loss
business real estate - 15% liquidation loss
11
2) Firm and Estate Characteristics—Asset composition (business real
property, non-business personal property, etc.) including insur^ce,
and the fair market value, associated debt, ownership (husband, wife,
joint-tenants, etc.)j date of acquisition, tax basis and other char
acteristics of the property;
3) Estate Plan—Will (or lack thereof) and gift giving plan for both
husband and wife, including bequests and gifts to specific heirs.
The form used to organize the input data is presented in Appendix A.
The computational procedure for the estate planning analys;Ls determines
the financial consequences of the specified plan under three death sequences:
1) The husband dies within the first year followed shortly thereafter
by the death of the wife:
2) The wife dies within the first year followed shortly thereafter by
the death of the husband, .
3) The husband and wife live to their expected lives or for ten years,
whichever comes first, before succumbing.
The financial consequences calculated for the various death sequences
include;
1) Estate tax computations—Gross estate, adjusted gross estate,
taxable estate, credits, federal estate tax, state inheritance or
estate tax (assets can be valued at fair market value and/or special
use valuation as allowed hy I.R.C. 2032A).
2) Liquidity needs and sources—Cash requirements to pay tax obliga-
^iid settlement costsj availability of cash and insurance pro
ceeds;
3) Estate division—Type of property and amount received by each heir
at the death of each spouse; final property ownership by the heirs
after both parents have died^
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A) Gift transfers—Amounts of gifts received by various heirs; gift
taxes due; tax consequences of charitable giving.
5) Estate growth—Asset purchases; changing estate size and asset
ownership pattern over time; expected future tax, liquidity and
estate division consequences of a larger or smaller estate in the
future.
Further analysis of the impact of selected income tax provisions (the
special treatment of capital gains compared to ordinary income, the determin-
• ation of the tax basis of property, and the installment reporting of capital
gain) on real estate values was completed using a basic land valuation model
programmed to execute on a mini-computer. The model is similar in structure
to that developed by Lee and Rask; the conceptual base for the calculations
9 /is summarized in equations 1) through 4)The model facilitates the analy
sis of various assumptions concerning the marginal tax brackets over time,
the use of debt or leverage, the length of the planning horizon, the rate of
return and appreciation, and determination of the tax basis on the tnaximum
bid price for farm real estate.
Structural Implications
The analysis of the potential income and estate tax liabilities for farms
with various characteristics, the incentives to buy, sell or transfer by gift
or bequest real property, and the costs of estate settlement will be used as
the basis to draw inferences concerning the structural impacts of various tax
provisions. Quantitative estimates of structural changes in terms of future
numbers and sizes of farms, financial and tenure characteristics, etc. will
not be generated; the conceptual and methodological framework for aggregation
from firm level adjustments to aggregate impacts and structural changes has
yet to be developed. However, the inference process (and probably the eventual
methodology used to obtain empirical estimates of structural changes) is. based
13
in part on the economic concepts of the market.
Inferences concerning the structural implications of the equity outflow
attributable to income and estate taxes will draw upon estimates of the in
come tax obligations and estate tax liabilities and settlement costs for farms
with various size, asset composition and financial characteristics. These
estimates should indicate which types and sizes of farms may encounter suffi
cient tax liabilities to limit asset acquisition or require asset liquidation
or increased debt, and thus reductions in farm size and growth potential.
The impact of various proposed changes in the credits, deductions and rate
structure for estate taxes and settlement costs and the expected structural
change will also be evaluated.
The inference process concerning resource prices and allocation will em
phasize the real estate market. Two dimensions of that market will be uti
lized:
1) the supply of and demand for rural real estate and the implications
of changes in the determinants of supply and demand on equilibrium
real estate prices;
2) the likely participants in the market; i.e. the characteristics
(size, financial structure, etc.) of those firms that are most
likely to be buyers and/or sellers in the market.
:.In addition, because of the concern about property ownership during and after
death, the transfer of real property that occurs outside the markets (the
grants economy) will also be of interest.—^
If various tax provisions such as special use valuation or the special
tax treatment of capital gains have the potential to increase the after—tax
wealth from real estate purchases, and thus encourage certain individuals to
14
acquire more real estate, the demand for real estate will increase. If
other tax rules result in higher after-tax wealth (particularly after death)
if real estate is not converted into cash (i.e. not sold), the quantity of
fered for sale at various prices will be reduced. For example, the eligi
bility requirements prior to death to qualify for special use valuation and
installment payment of estate tax are expected to discourage farmers (even
retired farmers) from offering real estate for sale, and post-death recapture
rules would discourage sales after death by the heirs.
The firm level analyses should provide some evidence concerning the in
centives and/or disincentives to offer land for sale and to purchase land.
The aggregate effect of these tax incentives will be reflected in shifts in
the offer curves for real estate (Figure 1). If the tax provisions, discourage
sales by some and encourage others to purchase land, the shifts in supply
(from S to S") and demand (from D to D"*) schedules reflected in Figure 1 would
be expected with the resulting increase in real estate prices.
(Price)
(Quantity)
Figure 1. Potential Shifts in Supply and Demand Offer Curves
Due to Tax Provisions
As important as the issue of shifts in market supply and demand (and
thus changes in prices) for real estate is the dimension of the participants
15
in the market. The tax law is expected to impact farmers with different
size (and thus income)» asset composition, age, tenure and financial struc
tures in different ways—the size of the tax incentives and/or disincentives
to buy and or sell real estate will be different for different farmers. The
firm impact analyses will demonstrate the relative size of the tax incen
tives/disincentives for farmers with various characteristics, and thus pro
vide an indication of those (both buyers and sellers) who are most likely to
participate in the real estate market to exploit the tax provisions.
One should note that the tax incentives/disincentives must be viewed as
xoarginal in nature; they add to the before-tax costs and/or benefits of sell
ing real property. Consequently, it would be erroneous to attempt to iden
tify market participants based solely on tax provisions. However, an under
standing of the marginal impacts of tax laws may still be useful in explain
ing market behavior and participation in the real estate market.
Finally, tax provisions (both income and estate) may influence whether
property is transferred through the market system (purchase and sale or ex
change) or through the non-market mechanisms of gifts and bequests. Further
more the activity in these two markets is interrelated; if tax provisions
encourage the transfer of property through gifts and bequests, the supply to
be offered in the market will be reduced, prices increased (assuming no
changes in demands)and the ownership pattern may be altered compared to what
might occur with more market activity. Transfers in the non-market system
(the grants economy) have implications for the social as well as economic
structure of the farming sector.
i I ' -
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CHAPTER IV
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The iinplications of the current income and estate tax provisions for
the various illustrative farms will be documented with particular emphasis
on how current rules impact potential income and estate tax liabilities,
the financial drain on income and equity, the amount of property that can
be accumulated and transferred to the heirs, and resource prices and values.
Estate tax provisions will be discussed first followed by a brief review of
the implications of selected income tax provisions.
Estate Tax Provisions
The discussion of the impact of estate taxes will first focus on how
current rules on credits, exemptions, deductions and tax rates and specific
provisions such as special use valuation and installment payment of tax
influence the various illustrative farms with 100 percent equity. Then
the implications for these same farms (in terms of resources used and
products produced) with different financial structures, different tenure
situations (part-owners and renters) and different sizes will be evaluated.
Finally, the implications of changes in tax policy including increasing the
unified credit, increasing the marital deduction and increasing the annual
gift tax exclusion will be documented.
Illustrative Farms
Table 1 summarizes the financial consequences of alternative estate
tax treatments for the illustrative farms. For each illustrative farm,
two alternative expected life-death scenarios were evaluated for each
alternative tax treatment. The first scenario assumes that death occurs
immediately (within the year) for both spouses with the husband dying
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first followed by the wife. The second more typical scenario assiimes
that death does not occur immediately but at a point in time,in the
future; during this time period the estates of both husband and wife
grow through reinvested earnings and asset appreciation. The husband
is assumed to die after 6 years of estate growth, and the wife is
presumed to live for another 4 years after the husband's death (a
total,of 10 years) before she succumbs.
The alternative tax treatments evaluated for each illustrative
farm and death scenario include; 1) the current set of credit,
deduction, exemption, and rate provisions without qualification for
either special use valuation of real estate or installment payment of
estate tax; 2) the current provisions and qualification for special
use valuation but not for installment payment of tax; 3) the current
provisions and qualification for installment payment of tax but not
for special use valuation; and 4) the current, provisions and qualifica
tion for both special use valuation and installment payment of tax.
The numerical results for the Iowa corn-hog farm will be used to
illustrate the information provided in Table 1. Assuming the estate
does not qualify for either special use valuation or installment payment
of tax and that both spouses die immediately, the husband's adjusted
gross estate would total $619,811 and incur a tax liability of $46,369.
The wife's adjusted gross estate at her subsequent death would be $645,521
and incur a tax (after all credits) of $139,350. The total federal estate
tax at both deaths would be $185,-746 and the heirs would receive $738,495
of property which is approximately 72 percent of the parents' estate.
If a number of years pass prior to the parents' death (6 for the
husband and 10 for the wife),, the estates and resulting tax liabilities
will increase dramatically—the husband would have an adjusted gross
estate of $982,972 and a tax liability of $106,210, while the wife's
estate at her subsequent death 4 years later would be valued at $1,722,624
and would incur a tax obligation of $514,397. The heirs would receive
property valued at $1,570,695 (65 percent of the value of the parents*
estate prior to death) after paying taxes of $620,607. Even with this
sizeable tax liability, the heirs would receive 52 percent more business
and personal property than that currently owned by the parents—if the
children want to continue farming, they would have about 50 percent more
property after taxes than the parent's own currently.
If the estates of both husband and wife qualify for special use
valtiation (but not installment pa3rment of tax), the tax liability is
reduced dramatically. A total of $147,204 of taxes is saved if both
the husband and wife die immediately—a reduction in tax liability of
79 percent. For the 10 year projection, the impact of special use
valuation is even more significant—the heirs receive $1,840,589 of
property ($269,894 more than if use valuation is not used) and the total
tax liability is reduced by $243,115. The amount of property transferred
to the heirs is increased by 17.2 percent compared to not qualifying for
special use valuation.
If both estates qualify for installment payment of tax (but not
special use valuation) and death occurs immediately, the tax liability
is reduced by 23 percent (a tax reduction of $42,072).—^ Assuming the
husband lives for 6 years and the wife for 10 years prior to succumbing,
the tax savings amount to $59,559 which is only a 10 percent reduction
in taxes. In this case the heirs would receive 7.0 percent more
property than they would receive if the estate did not qualify for
installment payment of tax.
When qualification for both special use valuation and installtoent
payment of tax is assumed, the total tax liability for the inmiediate
death scenario is only $30,400, which is 84 percent less than if the
estates don*t qualify for either special use or installment payments.
For the 10 year projection, the total tax savings amount to $315,829
which is a 51 percent reduction in the tax bill. The heirs would
receive $1,937 million of property compared to $1,571 million if the
estates do not qualify for special use or installment payment of tax.
These two tax savings techniques would increase the amount of property
the heirs would receive in 10 years by 23.4 percent.
As expected, the current estate tax provisions (without qualification
for special use valuation or installment payment of tax) result in the
largest tax liability for the farm with the largest net worth—the Washington
winter wheat farm ($287,212 of taxes due for the immediate death scenario
and $927,067 of taxes for the 10 year projection); and the smallest tax
liability for the farm with the lowest net worth—the Missouri beef-hog
farm ($94,048 of taxes due for immediate death and $317,754 for the
10 year proj ection). Under current provisions, the heirs would receive
77-78 percent of the parents* estate for the Georgia peanut, Missouri
beef-hog and Ohio soybean-grain farms; 72 percent for the Iowa corn-hog
farm; and 69-70 percent for the Illinois corn-soybean, and Montana and
Washington winter wheat farms. If death doesn't occur for 6 years for
the husband and 10 years for the wife, the heirs would receive 62
percent of the parents' estate for the Illinois, Montana and Washington
farms; 65 percent for the Iowa farm; and 68-69 percent for the Georgia,
.Missouri and Ohio farms.
Comparison of the financial consequences of the various tax •
treatments for the illustrative farms indicates that for the immediate
death scenario, the Illinois corn-soybean farm obtained the largest
absolute tax savings from special use valuation ($197,565), and the
Washington winter wheat farm obtained the largest savings from install
ment payment of tax ($68,777). The Illinois farm exhibited the most
savings from the combination of special use valuation and installment
payment of tax ($207,665). The Georgia peanut farm had the smallest
tax savings from special use valuation ($61,950), whereas the Missouri
beef-hog farm had the smallest tax savings from installment payment of
tax ($20,745) and the combination of installment payment and special
use valuation ($69,121).
For the 10 year projection, the Washington winter wheat farm
exhibited the largest tax savings from use valuation ($260,315). The
Georgia peanut farm had the largest savings from installment payment
of tax ($83,132). The bigger farms exhibited relatively small savings
from installment payment of tax in this scenario because the taxable
estates exceeded the maximum size that qualifies for the 4 percent
interest rate on the unpaid estate tax—in this case, approximately an
2/$880,000 taxable estate.— Interest on the estate tax attributable to
the portion of the taxable estate in excess of $880,000 for deaths
f
after 1981 is at 12 percent, whereas the discount rate used to determine
10
the present value of the installment payments was specified at 8 percent.
If a discount rate of 12 percent or greater had been used in the computations,
the tax savings for the bigger farms would have been larger than .those
presented in Table 1, but they would not increase as rapidly with
increases in estate size once the $880,000 taxable estate level is
reached. The Iowa corn-hog farm had the largest savings from the
combination of installment pajnnent of tax and special use valuation
($315,829), whereas the Missouri beef-hog farm had the smallest savings
($223,567) from the use value-installment payment combination.
As to relative tax savings, special use valuation reduced taxes for
the immediate death scenario by 50 percent or less for the Montana and
a
Washington wheat farms compared to '79-83 percent for the Iowa corn-hog,
Illinois corn-soybean and Ohio soybean-grain farms. Installment payment
of tax reduced taxes by 22-24 percent for all farms for the immediate
death scenario; the percent reduction in taxes for both provisions
ranges from 56-61 percent for the Montana and Washington wheat farms to
87—89 percent for the Iowa corn-hog, Illinois corn-soybean and Ohio
soybean-grain farms. For the 10 year projection, the tax reduction from
special use valuation ranges from 28-31 percent for the Illinois corn-
soybean and Montana and Washington winter wheat farms to 60-62 percent
for the Ohio soybean—grain and Missouri beef—hog farms. The tax
reduction from installment pajrment of taxes ranges from 2 to 24 percent
with lower percentages again occurring for farms with taxable estates
in excess of $880,000; and the reduction from both provisions ranges
from 32-36 percent for the Illinois corn-soybean and Montana and
11
Washington winter wheat farms to 69-70 percent for the Ohio soybean-
grain and Missouri beef-hog farms.
Implications
The results of Table 1 demonstrate that the absolute value of the
tax savings from using a combination of special use valuation and
installment payment of tax are in general largest for the farms with
the largest net worth; these are also the farms that have the largest
relative and absolute tax burden without the use of these provisions. For
these larger farms, the use of special use valuation and installment payment
of tax provisions dramatically increases the proportion of the parents'
estate transferred to the heirs; for example, the heirs receive 89 percent
of the estate for the Illinois corn-soybean farm (immediate death scenario)
when both provisions are used compared to 70 percent when neither
provision can be utilized. In contrast these special tax provisions do
not have as much relative benefit for the smaller illustrative farms;
for example, the proportion of the estate received by the heirs increases
by only 10 percentage points from 78 to 88 percent for the Missouri
beef-hog farm (immediate death scenario) when special use valuation and
installment payment of tax are utilized. In essence, these special
provisions appear to almost completely offset the progressive nature
of the estate tax rate structure for the immediate death scenario;
whereas the proportion of property received by the heirs ranges from
69 to 78 percent if special use and installment payment provisions are
not used, the range is reduced to 86 to 90 percent (with the exception
of the Montana farm) when the estates qualify to use both of these
provisions. However, in the 10 year projection scenario this pheneinona
12
did not occur, because the estates are large enough so that the
maximum estate reduction under the use valuation rules of $500,000 Is
obtained for all estates and the higher Interest rate on the Install
ment payment of tax is frequently incurred. Thus, the" progressivity of
the higher marginal brackets is not completely dffset by the special
use valuation and Installment payment provisions in this case.
Note that the benefits from special use valuation and Installment
payment of tax are not additive, i.e., the tax savings from qualifying
for both provisions do not equal the simmiation of savings from
qualifying for each provision separately. For the smaller estates
the benefits from both provisions total less than each individually.
This is to be expected because the size of the benefits from install
ment payment of tax depend upon the value of the estate, and since use
valuation reduces the value of the estate, the benefits from install
ment payment of tax would also be reduced. However, for the Illinois
and Washington farms (assuming the 10 year projections), the tax.
benefits of the combination of special use valuation and installment
payment of tax are larger than the sum of the individual provisions.
This occurs because special use valuation reduces the size of the
estate, thus increasing the proportion of the total estate that is
less than $880,000 and can qualify for deferral under the installment
payment option at 4 percent interest. The result in .these cases is a
larger tax savings from Installment payment of tax when special use
valuation is used.
Because the mix of business and personal assets is similar for all
farms and remains constant over time, the percentage reduction in taxes
13
from installment payments remains relatively constant at 22-24 percent
for all eight illustrative farms for the immediate death and 10 year
projection scenarios as long as the value of the taxable estate is
* %•
less than $880,000. If the value of the taxable estate exceeds
$880,000, the present value of the tax savings from installment
payment of tax decline because the interest rate (12%) exceeds the
discount rate (8%); consequently, the tax savings as a percent of the
potential obligation are'reduced. In fact, for the Washington and
Montana farms installment payment of tax would not be used under the
assumptions of this analysis because the present value of the install
ment payments at 12 percent interest when discounted at 8 percent is
negative. In essence, when the discount rate is less than the interest
rate, installment payment of tax results in negative savings. If a
discount rate of 12 percent was used, the present value would be
positive and even these larger farms would use the installment payment
provisions. Thus, for a given asset composition this provision provides
tax savings that are in general proportional to the size of estate ais
long as the taxable estate is less than $880,000 and the rules for
qualification are met.
Tax savings from special use valuation are not proportional to
estate size. The percentage tax reductions from this provision are
substantially lower for the 10 year projection compared to the immediate
death scenario. This occurs because the estates are larger after
10 years of growth from reinvested earnings and appreciation, and most
of them are thus sufficiently large to have exceeded the $500,000
maximum allowable reduction in estate valuation from special use
14
valuation. The exception to this phenemonon is the Georgia peanut farm
where the reduction in taxes is approximately the same for the immediate
death and 10 year projection scenarios; this apparently occurs because
of the smaller relative importance of land in the estate for this farm
and the fact that after 10 years of growth,the maximum $500,000
limitation has still not been reached.
Furthermore, the tax savings from special use valuation also' appear
to be a function of the relative proportion of land in the estate and
the quality of the land. For example, land and land improvements
comprise a larger proportion of the estate for the Illinois compared to
Iowa and Ohio compared to Missouri farms. In these cases, the tax
savings (percent reduction in taxes) are larger for the farm where land
comprises a larger proportion of the estate. In addition, higher valued
land receives a larger discount from using special use valuation compared
to lower valued land. For example, the Iowa and Oklahoma farms have
approximately the same size and proportion of land in the estate (approxi
mately 71-73 percent in value terms), but Iowa has a much higher fair
market value per acre for real estate, Note that the tax savings and -
percentage reduction in taxes are substantially larger for the Iowa
compared to the Oklahoma farm for the expected life analysis; for the
10 year projection the tax savings are still larger for the Iowa farm
although the percentage reduction is lower because the Iowa farm has
reached the maximum $500,000 reduction in value allowable under the
special use valuation rules.
The role that land quality and thus price plays in determining the
size of the tax savings from use valuation is also illustrated by
15
comparing the Illinois and Montana farms. The Illinois farm contains 400
acres valued at $2452 per acre for a total value of almost $1 million.
The tax savings from use valuation total $187,565 for the immediate death
scenario and $253,207 for the 10 year projection. In contrast, the Montana
farm includes 3040 acres valued at $333 per acre for a total value of
slightly in excess of $1 million. The tax savings for this fanii total
$110,916 for the immediate death and $239,445 for the 10 year projection
scenarios, respectively. The reason for the smaller difference in tax
savings in the 10 year projection compared to the immediate death
scenario is that the Illinois farm encountered the $500,000 limitation
with a smaller estate compared to the Montana farm, and thus cannot
obtain additional benefits as rapidly with increasing farm size.
A comparison of the results for the immediate death and 10 year
projection scenarios indicates that the amount of property received by
the heirs more than doubles for almost all illustrative farms and tax
treatments. The proportion of the estate received by the heirs is lower
Ik
for. the 10 year projection in all cases, primarily because of the larger
estate and the increased estate taxes that result from the progressive
nature of the estate tax rate structure. The percent savings in taxes
from using .the special use valuation and installment pajrment of tax
provisions are lower in the 10 year projection.
For the illustrative farms with smaller initial net worths (Georgia
peanut, Missouri beef-hog and Ohio soybean-grain), the tax savings from
special use valuation and installment payment of tax Increase almost
three-fold for the 10 year projection compared to the immediate death
scenario. For the Illinois and Iowa farms with relatively Mgh value
16
land, the tax savings for the 10 year projection are less than double
that for the immediate death situation.
Size of Farm Transferred
The financial drain on the firm resulting from estate taxes may
require the heirs to liquidate part of the farm property at the death of
the parents. If the heirs desire to continue the farm operation after
the parents die, liquidation of property to pay estate taxes may make
it difficult to do so. To assess the extent of this problem, the real
property (acreage) that the heirs would receive after the death of both
parents was calculated. The analysis program is structured so that if
the estate has insufficient liquidity to pay federal and state estate
and inheritance taxes and settlement costs, it will liquidate property
with personal property being sold first followed by business inventories
and finally real property. Thus, the acreage transferred provides an
indication of the size of farm the heirs would receive after all estate
taxes, settlement costs and liquidation costs are incurred.
Because of the sequence of liquidation of assets noted earlier, it
is possible that a substantial portion of the farm inventories are sold
even though the real estate base remains intact. Consequently, the
acreage measure may provide a slight overstatement of the size of farm
that can be transferred.. However, this liquidation sequence is consistent
with the procedure used in most estates to sell inventory items such as
grain and livestock to settle the estate. Furthermore, most heirs would
be able to use the real estate as collateral for loans to purchase
operating inputs and equipment if that were necessary to continue the
farm operation.
17
The acreage received by the heirs after the death of both parents
is summarized in Table 2. When the estate does not qualify for use
valuation or installment payment of tax, part of the original acreage
must be sold if the parents die immediately for the Ohio, Oklahoma,
Montana, Illinois, Washington and Iowa farms. Only in the case of the
Missouri and Georgia farms is it unnecessary to sell land at the parents
death; this occurs because of the smaller size of these estates combined
with the fact that real estate comprises a smaller proportion of the
assets of these farms compared to the other illustrative farms. For
those farms where land is sold to settle the estate, the number of acres
sold as a proportion of the original acreage ranges from 3 percent for
the Ohio farm to 19 percent for the Montana and Illinois farms.
Qualification for use valuation increases the acreage that can be
transferred to the heirs for all the illustrative farms (immediate death
scenario) where land must be sold when this provision is'not used; with
the exception of the Montana and Washington farms, special use valuation
reduces the tax burden sufficiently that all of the land owned by the
parents can be transferred to the heirs. Because of the low land value
and thus lower discount and tax savings from use valuation for the
Montana and Washington wheat farms, land must still be sold when this
provision is used, but the acreage liquidated is only about a third of
that sold when use valuation Is not utilized.
When the installment payment of tax provision is used (without
use valuation), the original acreage can be transferred to the heirs
for all Illustrative farms in the immediate death scenario. Note that
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even though the size of the tax savings are less with this provision
compared to use valuation (see Table 2), the benefits in terms of "
maintaining the size of the farm and reducing the necessity to liquidate
real property at death are greater. This occurs because the installment
payment provision is in essence a source of liquidity; it allows the
heirs to pay the tax over a 15 year period at 4 percent interest on the
first $345,800 of tax minus the unified credit (and interest only for
the first 5 years) rather than requiring them to make the payment in
9 months. Even though the taxes may be lower with use valuation, they may
still be sufficiently large to require liquidation of real property if
they must be paid in 9 months. In contrast, the installment payment
option allows the heirs to' use the earnings from the farm and other sources
of income during the 15 year period following death to pay thp taxes.
Thus, although it may not reduce the tax burden as much, the installment
payment of tax provision may provide more benefits in terms of continuity
of the firm and maintaining the size of the farm after the parents* death
than special use valuation. When both provisions are combined, the heirs
again need not liquidate any real property to settle the estate.
In the case of the 10 year projection the acreage that the heirs
receive after settlement of the estate is marginally (1 to 9 percent)
larger compared to the Immediate death scenario when the estate does not
qualify for use valuation or installment payment of tax. When the
estate qualifies for special use valuation, the heirs would receive from
-1 to 22 percent additional land when the parents die than the parents
currently own. Installment pa3rment of tax again results in more real
property being transferred to the heirs compared to use valuation in the
20
10 year projection. If both provisions are used, the heirs would
receive from 27 to,30 percent more real property in 10 years compared
to the acreage that the parents currently own.
Land Values and Investment Patterns
The implications of special use valuation and installment payment
of tax with respect to financial flows and tax savings for the various
/
illustrative farms were documented in the previous section. In this
discussion we will emphasize the impact of the tax provisions on
resource prices, particularly land prices and investment activity in
the resource markets. Our particular emphasis will be on the implica
tions of special use valuation since qualification for this provision
is tied to the ownership and operation of land, and thus the impact on
expected land values is quite explicit. The resource pricing and
allocation implications of Installment payment of tax are less explicit
since qualification for this provision is not dependent upon the
ownership of a specific asset such as real estate, but a class of
assets—in this case business assets. Thus, one would expect this
provision to impact the ownership and transaction pattern for business
assets, but not directly their specific price or value.
One would expect that "use" value of farmland will be less than
fair market value in almost all circumstances. This will occur for
at least two reasons:
(1) The investment behavior of farmers suggests that historically
they have been willing to accept a lower current cash rate of
return on land (and thus a lower discount rate for purposes
21
of valuing and bidding for land) than the discount rate
currently being used in the "use" valuation formula.
Historically, cash rates of return on land have averaged in
the range of 4-5 percent per year compared to the typical
range on interest rates for Federal Land Bank loans of
3 /8-10 percent per year.— Investors in land have been willing
to accept this low current cash rate of return because land
is similar to a growth stock where the Income stream and
A/
consequently the value of the land Increase over time.—
(2) Cash rental figures as required by the "use" valuation
procedure are expected to be lower than the rental rate
received by land owners who are willing to incur some of the
risk of production and price changes as reflected in crop-
share rental arrangements.
Consequently, since land owners are frequently expecting a higher
Income from their investment than the cash rental rate, and they may
be willing to accept a lower rate of return than the discount rate,
one would expect "use" valuation estimates to be consistently lower
than fair market value. Use value as a percent of fair market value
for the illustrative farms ranged from 31 percent for the Illinois
farm to 64 percent for the Montana farm (Table 3). Note that higher
valued land consistently received a larger discount under the use
valuation provisions than lower valued land.
Although the specific impacts of such deviations between "use"
value and fair market value are not known, one can speculate on the
impact this deviation might have on Investment behavior. The benefits
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of "use" valuation demonstrated for the different illustrative farms
(assuming no qualification for installment payment of tax) are
summarized on a per acre basis in Table 3. Since the benefits of use
valuation accrue in the future at death, their current value can only
be evaluated by discounting the benefits at an appropriate rate to
reflect the time value of money.
Because of the pre-death requirement that qualified property must
be used for farming or other closely held business purposes for at
least five of the last eight years preceding death, one could not
obtain the benefits of a current purchase of farmland for at least five
years. If a purchase of qualified real property is made with expecta-
tion of death in five years, the present value of the use valuation
benefits ranges from $377 per acre for the Illinois farm to $30 per
acre for the Montana farm. The value of these tax benefits as a
percentage of the fair market value of the land ranges from 9 to
15.4 percent.
As the expected life increases, and thus more years elapse between
the purchase of the property and the date of death, the present value
of the "use" valuation benefits declines. The benefit totals 2.7 to
4.8 percent of the current market value per acre if death is expected
to occur 20 years following the purchase. These figures indicate the
per acre price premium that could be paid for real property that would
qualify for "use" valuation.
Thus, it can be expected that, with increasing age, eligible persons
will be encouraged to move toward a greater investment in land, and less
24
investment in nonland assets. Those with a longer life expectancy would
pay al smaller premium for the benefits of "use" valuation as indicated
in Table 3. Thus, the "use" valuation legislation could enable older
individuals to outbid younger farmers for a particular parcel of land,
based strictly on the value of the tax benefits each would receive. In
general, the bid price for farm real estate would be expected to increase
by the amount of the net present value of such tax benefits. This would,
result in an increased divergence between the value of the land and its
cash income generating capacity.
Table 4 summarizes the implications for land prices of use
valuation assuming that the estate also qualifies for installment pay
ment of tax. As expected, the benefits of use valuation are reduced in
this case compared to no qualification for installment payments; for
deaths in 5 years the present value of the benefits range from 5.4 to
10.4 percent of the fair market value of the land, and they decrease
to 1.8 to 3.3 percent for deaths in 20 years. This reduction in the
value of the benefits occurs because qualification for the installment
payment option reduces the size of the potential tax burden, and thus
the additional reduction in taxes that can be attributable to special
use valuation is decreased. Since this reduction in tax burden on a
per acre basis is used to measure the tax benefits of special use
valuation, the price premium that can be paid is also reduced.
The above would be the expected result to the extent the
individual's investment in land would not produce the maximum reduction
of federal gross estate of $500,000. Those with sufficient investment
in land to assure without a doubt the maximum reduction in gross estate
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would be expected to maintain an investment position in land sufficient
to assure the maximum tax saving, but "use" value in itself would not
encourage greater investment in land. On balance, the encouragement
for many to increase investment in land to assure the maximum reduction
in tax can be expected to generate upward pressure on land prices. If
"use" valuation is limited to farmers, the net effect might well be
modest, because many older farmers already have a substantial investment
position in land,
Fariit Size and Financial Structure
The progressive nature of the tax rate structure as well as the
earlier results suggest that the absolute and relative size of the tax
liability will be different for different size estates. Furthermore,
the-size of the tax savings from special use valuation and installment
payment of tax would also appear to be a function of financial
structure of the fapn as well as size'.
Table 5 summarizes the results of analyses for the Iowa and
Washington illustrative farms at different size levels. The Iowa farm
was doubled and tripled in size from a net worth of approximately $1
million to net worths of approximately $2 and $3 million, respectively.
The Washington farm was increased from approximately $1.4 million to
$2.8 million.
For the Iowa farm 'assuming immediate death and no qualification
for installment payment of tax or special use valuation, the total
federal estate tax obligation increases at an increasing rate as farm
size increases; the tax obligation totals $185,746 for the $1 million
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estate and increases to $478,792 and $797,728 for the approximate $2
and $3 million dollar estates respectively. With increasing initial
estate size, the percentage of the parents' estate received by the heirs
declines; the heirs receive 72 percent of the parents $1 million estate
but"only 62 percent of the $3 million estate. Similar results are
obtained with a doubling of the size of the Washington farm.
The tax savings from special use valuation increase in absolute
magnitude but decrease as a proportion of taxes due as estate size
increases. The tax savings total $147,204 for the $1 million Iowa
farm assuming immediate death and increase to $243,824 for the $3
million farm; however, savings as a percent of taxes due drop from
79 percent for the $1 million farm to 31 percent for the $3 million
farm,
f
Tax savings as a proportion of the total tax liability decline as
estate size increases when use valuation is utilized because of the
maximum $500,000 limit on the reduction in estate value using this
provision; the absolute value of the tax savings from use value
continues to increase with increasing estate size because the higher
tax brackets result in larger savings even though the $500,000 limit
is reached. For smaller estates that can use the marital deduction
and unified credit to fully offset estate taxes, special use valuation
will result in little estate tax savings and may increase income taxes
at a subsequent sale because the use value establishes the basis for
the property. Thus at a later sale the land would have a larger
capital gain and capital gain tax if use valuation rather than fair
market valuation is used to value the property at death.
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The tax savings from installment payment of tax remain approximately
proportional with increases in farm size until the taxable estate reaches
$880,000; beyond $880,000 the tax savings decline. The absolute value
of the tax savings from installment payment of tax increase at a faster
rate than the increase in estate size up to the $880,000 taxable estate
level because the savings are proportional to the tax liability; the
tax liability in turn increases more rapidly than estate size due to the
progressive nature of the tax rate structure. The total tax savings from
both provisions increase in absolute magnitude but decline in proportion
to the tax liability with increasing estate size. Again, results for
the Montana farm as size is incre;ased are similar to that for the Iowa,
farm.
In the 10 year projections, the estates are larger, so the
absolute size of the tax liabilities without qualification for the
special tax privileges are also larger. The absolute size of the tax
savings from special use valuation is larger, although the percentage
reductions in taxes paid due to this provision are lower compared to
the immediate death scenario. The installment payment of tax provisions
would not be utilized for the $2 and $3 million Iowa farms and the $2.8
million Washington farms in this case because the relationship between
the discount and interest rates results in negative tax savings.
To evaluate the implications of financial structure, the Iowa,
Washington, and Missouri illustrative farms which have 100 percent
equity were compared to the same farms with double the assets but
only 50 percent equity. Thus, the asset mix and net worth are almost
identical; the major differences are in the amount of assets owned
31
and the financial structure. The results of these analyses are
summarized in Table 6.
When the farms do, not qualify for installment payment of tax or
special use valuation and the husband and wife die immediately, the
tax obligations are quite similar (within 10-15 percent) for each of
the farms for the 100 percent equity and double assets—50 percent
equity assumptions. The tax liabilities are not identical because by
law the attorney and executor fees are calculated as a percentage of
the gross value of the estate (i.e., the total value of the estate assets
not reduced by the amount of debt). This calculation procedure results
in higher estate settlement costs and thus a smaller adjusted gross
estate and tax liability at the death of both spouses (assuming death
occurs immediately) for the more highly leveraged farms. However, for
all three farms, the relative and absolute tax savings from special
use valuation are substantially larger when the farm includes more
assets and more debt but the same net worth. For example, for the
Washington farm the tax savings of use valuation total $143,892 (a
50 percent savings) for the 100 percent equity farm compared to
$210,732 (a 79 percent savings) for the double assets—50 percent
equity farm. This larger savings occurs because the leveraged farm
includes more land assets which qualify for special use valuation.
In fact, this provision enables the Iowa and Missouri farms with
double the assets and 50 percent equity to completely eliminate the
estate tax bill at both deaths. The percent reduction in taxes due
to the;installment payment provisions is again proportional to the
total tax liability and thus not a function of leverage or amount of
T
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35
assets owned because the taxable estates are less than $880,000. The
total tax savings from both provisions are also larger in relative and
absolute terms for the farm with more leverage and more assets.
For the 10 year projections, the leveraged farm grows more rapidly
because of the higher return on levered assets, and the size of the
firm transferred to the heirs is much larger even after estate taxes.
The tax savings from use valuation are larger in absolute terms, for the
levered farm, but smaller in terms of the percent reduction in this case
because the $500,000 limitation has been reached. The tax savings from
installment payment of tax are again proportional to the tax liability if
the taxable estate is less than $880,000; if the taxable estate exceeds
$880,000, tax savings as a proportion of the liability are reduced.
Part Owners and Renters
The implications of current estate tax provisions as well as
special use valuation and installment payment of tax for the same
illustrative farms with the same land base but assuming only one-half
of the land is owned (the other one-half is .rented on a cash basis) and
two-thirds equity in the farm are summarized in Table 7. Because fewer
acres of land are owned and the operation includes more debt, the size
of estate subject to taxation is substantially smaller than the earlier
farms where all the assets were owned debt free. In fact, for the
immediate death scenario the credits and deductions are sufficient to
result in no tax liability at the husband's death for all the farms with
the exception of the Montana winter wheat farm. At the wife's
subsequent death, the marital deduction is not available, so estate
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taxes ranging from $4,579 for the Ohio farm to $57,332 for the Montana
farm are due. The heirs receive from 78 to 88 percent of the property
after the death of>both parents in the immediate death scenario without
qualification for installment payment of tax or special use valuation.
When the estates qualify for special use valuation, the total tax
due at both deaths can be eliminated for all eight farms (assuming
immediate death) except Washington and Montana. The absolute value of
the tax savings of special use valuation is largest for the Washington,
Illinois and Montana farms. In the Illinois case, this provision
results in sufficient reduction in value that the tax liability is.
zero at the death of both the husband and the wife. In the case of
Washington and Montana, special use valuation eliminates the tax at^
r
the husband's death, but at the wife's subsequent death some estate
taxes are still due. The percentage reduction in taxes due to special
use valuation amounts to 85 and 93 percent for the Montana and
Washington farms, respectively.
As suggested by earlier analyses, the percent tax reductions from
installment pa3nnent of tax are not as large as those from use valuation,
but they amount to 20-22 percent of the potential tax liability for all
eight farms because the taxable estate in all cases does hot exceed
$880,000.
When both provisions can be utilized, the percent of the parents
estate received by the heirs increases from 1 to 10 percentage points
depending upon the size of estate and potential tax liability (as
expected the increases for the smaller estates are not as great as for
the larger estates). Note that even when these provisions result in
41
no tax. liability at both deaths, the heirs still only receive 89 percent
of their parent*s estate. The remaining 11 percent is liquidated to
pay attorneys* and executors* fees and other estate settlement costs.
The 10 year projection results are similar to those discussed
earlier; the benefits of installment payment of tax are proportional to
the size of the tax liability (because the taxable estates are less
than $880,000), and the benefits of use valuation depend on the quality
and quantity of land in the estate as well as estate size. Note that
in the case of the renter, however, the benefits of use valuation are
not as large as for an owner-operator farming the same acreage. In .
fact, a farmer who rented all of this land would receive no benefit
from special use valuation irrespective of the size of his estate."
Thus, this provision provides larger benefits to owner-operators
compared to renters.
\
Policy Changes
Numerous changes in estate tax policy and provisions have been
proposed recently including: 1) increasing the unified credit from
the current level of $47,000 for deaths in 1981 and thereafter to
$70,700; 2) indexing the credit to the rate of inflation; 3) increasing
the estate tax marital deduction from its current level of the greater
of $250,000 or one-half the adjusted gross estate to an. unlimited
deduction (i.e., any amount of property could be transferred to a
spouse tax-free); and 4) increasing the amount of gifts that can be
transferred tax free from $3,000 per year ($6,000 if the spouse
consents) to $6,000 per year ($12,000 if the spouse consents). To
42
evaluate the impact of these proposed changes in tax law, they were
separately incorporated in the analysis program. Since the major
impact of these provisions would not occur until sometime in the
future", the implications of these changes are documented by comparing
the 10 year projection results for selected Iowa illustrative farms
assuming the proposed change to the results for the same farm
assuming no change in the law. The farms used in the analysis are:
1) a full owner—50 percent equity unit with an initial net worth
of approximately $500,000; 2) a full owner—100 percent equity unit
with an initial net worth of $1,000,000; 3) a full owner—100 percent
equity unit with a net worth of $2 million; and 4) a full-owner~100
percent equity unit with a net worth of $3 million.
Increasing the Unified Credit Table 8 summarizes the impact of
increasing the unified credit for the four Iowa farms. The results of
Table .8 reflect property transfers assuming the husband lives six
years and the wife lives 10 years before dying. An 8 percent infla
tion rate was used as the base for the indexed credit, resulting in a ,
credit of $63,943 at the husband's death and $86,994 at the wife's
subsequent death.
As expected, the larger credits result in lower estate tax
liabilities and more property transferred to the heirs for all farm
situations and tax treatments. Increasing the credit to $70,700
reduces the tax liability for the $500,000 farm to only $15,139 at the'
first death when special use valuation and installment payment of tax
are not used. At the spouse's subsequent death four years later, the
a
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taxes are reduced by about 7 percent compared to current law with
the $70,700 credit. With the indexed credit the size of the credit is
smaller at the first death in 6 years but larger at the second death
in 10 years than $70,700. The overall impact of the indexed credit
over both deaths is a larger tax savings and a larger proportion of
the estate received by the heirs compared to the $70,700 credit. When
special use valuation and the combination of special use and installment
payment of tax are used, the increased credits above the $47,000 in the
current law for 1981 are not really needed at the first death for the
$500,000 farm; only $7527 of the credit is needed to reduce the estate tax
.liability to zero. At the second death in 10 years, however, the full
credit is used in all cases. Again the indexed credit results in more tax
savings than the $70,700 credit. Unfortunately, a base to compare
these results with current law is not available for this size farm.
For the $1 million farm, increasing the credit to $70,700 results
in a 6.7 percent reduction in total taxes ($41,522) when special use and
installment payment of tax provisions are not used (comparing results
from Table 8 with Table 1). The percent of property received by the heirs
is increased by only 1 percent compared to current law in this case. When
the indexed credit is used, the tax savings amount to $52,764 and the percent
of the parent's estate received by the heirs increases by almost 2 percent.
When special use valuation and the combination of special use and
installment payment of tax are used, the credits again result in
zero tax liability at the first death in all cases. Note that if the
estate qualifies for both special use and installment payment of tax,
the heirs would receive only .^4 percent more of the estate with the
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$70,700 credit and 1.2 percent more of the estate with the indexed credit
compared to current law. Thus, the utilization of these special tax
provisions reduces the benefits of the increased unified credit.
With the $2 million and $3 million farms (assuming no special use
and installment payments), the tax savings of increasing the credit to
$70,700 are $40,883 and $40,596, respectively; the savings are slightly
lower for these larger estates. With the indexed credit, the savings
amount to $52,277 and $52,089 for the $2 and $3 million farms, respectively..
The proportion of the parent's property transferred to the heirs is increased
by .8 to 1.1 percent for the $2 million farm and .5 to .7 percent for the
$3 million farm compared to current law. When special use valuation provi- .
sions are utilized with these larger farms, the tax savings from the
larger credits are slightly larger (1-3 percent), but the impact on the
amount of property received by the heirs is insignificant.
In summary, increasing the unified credit results in lower tax
liabilities and more property being transferred to the heirs; the
indexed credit results iii more tax savings than the $70,700.credit.
The benefits of increasing the credit as measured by the increase in
the percent of the estate transferred to the heirs are larger for the
$500,000 compared to $3 million estate. However, for estates that are
very small and would incur no tax under the current credit, an increase
in the credit would result in little if any benefit. If special use
valuation and installment payment of tax provisions are used, the tax
savings from a larger credit are lower compared to the situation when
these provisions are not used.
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Unlimited Marital Deduction The implications of the unlimited
marital deduction for the various Iowa farms are summarized in Table 9.
Note that the will utilized in these analyses transfers all property
to the surviving spouse to take advantage of the unlimited marital
deduction. For the $500,000 Iowa farm, the tax at the first death if
special use and installment payment of tax are not used-is reduced
by $38,839; the tax savings at the first death increase as farm size
increases such that the tax savings total $455,760 for the $3 million
farm. The tax savings at the first death of an unlimited marital
deduction are less when the special use valuation and installment
payment provisions are used since the potential tax liability is
reduced by utilizing,these provisions.
The tax liability at the second death if an unlimited marital
deduction is used is larger than would exist under current law for all
four estates. This occurs because the surviving spouse must receive
the property to qualify for the marital deduction at the first death,
and when the surviving spouse subsequently dies, her estate is
substantially larger than under current law where the limited marital
deduction encourages the transfer of property to other heirs rather
than the spouse. For example, the estate tax at the second death on
the $500,000 farm is-$46,359 higher with the unlimited marital
deduction compared to current law; for the $3 million farm it is
$436,874 higher with the unlimited marital deduction.
Because the taxable estate at the second death is increased and
taxed at higher tax brackets, the unexpected result of the unlimited
a
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marital deduction is an increase in the total taxes due at both deaths.
For the $500,000 farm, total taxes are $7,700 higher with the unlimited
marital deduction; for the $3 million farm, the unlimited marital
deduction results in $221,114 more tax due. Except for the $500,000 farm
where the tax liability and the property received by the heirs are the
same for both marital deduction options, the proportion of the parents*
property received by the heirs is from ,7 to 3.5 percentage points
higher with current law compared to an unlimited marital deduction.
The results are similar (i.e., the tax liability is larger with the
unlimited marital deductions) if the estates qualify for special use
valuation and installment payment of tax. Although the results and
implications will be different if different estate plans are used,
the wills specified here are quite commonly used in estate planning.
Thus, the unlimited marital deduction may result in higher total taxes
because of the concentration of the property in the surviving spouses
estate, and consequently less property transferred to the heirs after
both parents are deceased. Furthermore, an unlimited marital deduction
reduces the benefits of the special use valuation and installment "
payment of tax provisions at the first death if all the property is
transferred to the surviving spouse.
Increased Annual Gift Tax Exclusions The initial analyses did not
include any annual gifts from the parents to the children during the
10 year projection period. Table 10 indicates the impact of annual gifts
of $3,000 per recipient per year ($6,000 if the spouse consents) and
$6,000 per year ($12,000 if the spouse conisents). It was assumed that
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the parents had two children, so the annual gifts totaled $12,000 per
year while both spouses were alive and $6,000 per year after the
death of the husband under current law. The proposed changes in gift
tax law would double the size of the annual tax-free gifts to the
children.
As expected, use of annual gifts results in lower tax liabilities
and more total property received by the heirs compared to no gifting
program, and a larger'annual exclusion increases the amount transferred
to the heirs even more. Advantageous use of current tax-free gifting
provisions results in the heirs receiving 4.8 percent more property
for the $1 million farm if use valuation and installment payment
provisions are not used. Increasing the annual exclusion from $3,000
to $6,000 results in a further increase in the amount of property
received by the heirs; this increase amounts to 8.4 percent for the
$500,000 farm and 3.7 percent for the $3 million farm. The proportion
of the estate transferred to the parents is increased by 4,5 percentage
points for the $500,000 farm compared to 1,0 percentage point.for the
$3 million farm. Similar results are obtained when the special tax
provisions are used.
Income Tax Provisions
Only selected income tax provisions that impact ownership patterns
and prices of farm real estate are analyzed here. Included in the
analysis are the special treatment of capital gains vs. ordinary income,
the computation of the basis in real property and installment reporting
of gain. The impacts evaluated include equity accumulation and real
54
estate prices. Undoubtedly, other tax provisions such as depreciation
allowances, expensing of outlays for improvements, etc., may impact
farm real estate prices and ownership patterns, but they will not be
evaluated here. Furthermore, the following analysis of income tax
provisions will riot be as exhaustive and extensive as that of estate
tax law presented earlier.
Capital Gains vs. Ordinary Income
To illustrate the differential tax treatment of capital gains
compared to ordinary income on equity accumulation, the ISU Computer
Assisted Business Planning Model was applied to the eight illustrative
farms described earlier assxaming two different sets of rates of return
and price appreciation.—^The first set included a 4 percent cash rate
of return on real estate and an 8 percent rate of price appreciation;
the second set included an 8 percent cash return and a 4 percent
appreciation rate. Note that the total return is 12 percent before
tax in both cases; the only difference is in the mix between current
cash income and capital gain.
The results of these analyses over a 10 year planning horizon
are presented in Table 11. To illustrate the results, the equity of
the Ohio soybean-grain farm would Increase to $1,426 million with an
8 percent cash rate of return and 4 percent appreciation compared to
$1,669 million with a 4 percent cash—8 percent appreciation rate.
The accumulated Income taxes are $278,603 over the 10 year period
with the higher cash rate of return compared to $154,558 with the
higher appreciation rate. Although the higher appreciation rate
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results in a larger equity accumulation and annual rate of growth in
equity, the annual average consumption averages approximately $3,200
lower because consumption is specified as a function of cash income.
A contingent, capital gains tax that would be payable if the farm
was sold exists under both rate of return and appreciation assumptions,
and as expected the contingent liability is larger for the high rate
of appreciation assumption. However, it is quite possible that this
contingent tax liability will never be paid; if the parents hold the
property until death and transfer it through their estate to the
heirs, the property will receive a "stepped-up" basis and all of the
gain that accumulated prior to death (assuming the property is valued
at a fair market value at death) will be eliminated with no capital
gains tax due on this gain at a subsequent sale. Furthermore, if a
"like-kind" exchange rather than a sale is used to convert the farm
into other property, the basis of the property received in the
exchange transaction is adjusted and no gain is recognized at the
time of the transaction. If the property is sold for cash in 10 years,
the contingent tax liability would be paid, thus reducing the net
proceeds received from the sale. In the case of the Ohio farm, the
net after-tax proceeds would total $1,270,362 for the 8 percent cash
income—4 percent appreciation rates and $1,422,157 for the 4 percent
income—8 percent appreciation rates. Thus the net accumulation after
all taxes are paid would be 11.9 percent larger xrf.th the higher
appreciation rate.
The difference in equity accumulation between the different sets
of rates of return and appreciation ranges from $171,795 for the Ohio
57
farm to $404,411 for the Washington farm. Ten year accumulated annxial
income taxes are from $124,045 lower for the Ohio farm to $303,527'
lower for the Washington farm for the high appreciation—low cash
return assumption. The rate of annual growth in equity is from 1.5
to 2.5 percentage points higher with the high appreciation rate
assumption. Even after adjusting for the contingent capital gains tax
liability, the equity accumulation is consistently larger for the
high appreciation rate assumption compared to the high cash rate of
return assumption for all farms. Thus, even though the total return
is 12 percent in all cases, the tax treatment of ordinary income vs.
capital gains combined with the assumption that consumption is a
function of cash income results in more after-tax equity accumulation
for all illustrative farms when the appreciation rate is 8 percent and
the cash rate of return is 4 percent than when these rates are
reversed.
v.
The implications of different sets of rates of return and
appreciation for different size Iowa farms is illustrated in Table 12.
For the $1 million Iowa farm, the after-tax ending equity is 16.5
percent higher with the high appreciation rate assumption. For the
$3 million farm, the after-tax ending equity is 27.4 percent higher
with the higher appreciation rate. Note that the benefits of the
differential tax treatment of ordinary income vs. capital gain and
the lower consumption function when cash income is lower are
larger for the larger farm. This occurs because of the higher tax
bracket for the larger farm, and thus the larger tax savings from
deferring the payment of taxes when a larger proportion of the total
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rate-of wealth accumulation accrues in the form of capital gain.
Bid Prices and Resource Values
The implications of the differential tax treatment of ordinary
income vs. capital gains along with various other parameters on the
bid prices for farm real estate are documented in Table 13. Repre
sentative values for the four key par^eters that influence bid
prices—the level and mix of current return and appreciation, the
length of the planning horizon, the effective tax rate, and the
leverage ratio—were selected for analysis. With respect to the,rate
of return, a total rate of 12 percent was again partitioned into two
parts, the rate of current cash Income and rate of appreciation.
Three combinations of current return and appreciation were analyzed—
4 percent current cash return and 8 percent appreciation, 6 percent
cash return and 6 percent appreciation, and 8 percent cash return and
4 percent appreciation.-^ Planning horizons of 10, 20 and 30 years
were chosen for analysis. Tax rates utilized in the evaluation
included the 16 percent marginal tax bracket, the 37 percent marginal
tax bracket and the 50 percent tax bracket. Finally, leverage ratios
of 20 percent, 50 percent, and 80 percent were utilized in the analysis
These parameter values reflect the Initial conditions used in the
analysis; in the case of the tax rate, the actual marginal tax bracket
is influenced by the leverage position and the rate of return. For
example, if the tax deductible expenses are high, the actual effective
tax rate will be lower than that specified initially since the high
expenses will push the operator into a lower marginal tax bracket.
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Table 13. Bid Price Assuming Taxable Sale
Planning Horizon
Return
Appreciation
16% Marginal Tax Bracket
10 Years
4 6 8
' 8 6 4
20 Years 30 Years
4 6 8 4 6 8
8 6 4 8 6 4
20% Debt 1310 1282 1252 1854 1799 1743 2128 2023 1945
50% Debt 1320 1291 1259 1880 1819 1761 2168 2053
1
1969
CO
o
Debt 1329 1299 1267 1905 1850 1779 2208 2085 1994
37% Marginal Tax Bracket
20% Debt 1159 1074 1001
50% Debt 1235 1137 1053
80% Debt 1317 1205 1109
50% Marginal Tax Bracket
1671 1519 1402 1932 1706 1559
1879 1681 1530 2278 1956 1744
2122 1868 1663 2706 2258 1962
20% Debt 1096 986 891 1594 1396 1243 1862 1572 1383
50% Debt 1208 1077 963 1917 1639 1426 2418 1956 1653
80% Debt 1336 1180 1045 2320 1939 1647 3188 2475 2006
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The Issue of whether tax rates and financing terms impact land prices
has been discussed- often in the literature.—^ The model used in this
analysis presumes that the financing terms used to acquire real estate
are unique to that purchase (an installment land contract, for example)
and are available only as part of the land purchase transaction. Since
the financing terms may have a value (because, for example, of a low
interest rate), a buyer will adjust his bid price to reflect the financing
terms. Thus, the bid price reported here is comprised of two components,
a component paid for the real estate itself and a component paid for the
financing terms.
Current Return and Appreciation The impact of the mix of
current return and appreciation oh bid prices for farmland can be
evaluated by comparing the different combinations noted earlier for
fixed values of the other three parameters. For example, assuming the
37 percent marginal tax bracket, 50 percent leverage and a 20 year
planning horizon, the bid price for real estate would be $1,879 per
acre if the return was partitioned into 4 percent current income
and 8 percent appreciation, $1,681 if the return is partitioned as
6 percent current income and 6 percent appreciation, and $1,530 if
the Income is partitioned as 8 percent current Income and 4 percent
appreciation. Note that for all sets of parameters, the bid price
declines as the current cash Income increases and appreciation decreases.
•Furthermore, this decline is much more dramatic for the higher marginal
tax rates compared to the lower rates. For example, at the 16 percent
marginal tax bracket, 50 percent debt and 30 year planning horizon the
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bid price declines from $2,168 per acre with 8 percent appreciation--
4 percent current return to $1,969 with 4 percent appreciation—8
percent current return. In contrast, assuming the 50 percent marginal
tax bracket and thie same values for the other parameters, the bid
price declines from $2,418 with 8 percent appreciation—4 percent
current return to $1,653 with 4 percent appreciation—8 percent current
return. The major reason for this decline in bid prices as the mix of
current return and appreciation changes is the differential tax treat
ment of these two sources of return. Current income is taxed when it
is earned on an annual basis, whereas the tax oil capital gain is
deferred until the time of a subsequent sale. Furthermore, only
40 percent of the capital gain is taxed in the appropriate marginal tax
bracket. Consequently, a higher price can be paid for real estate
with a higher proportion of its return occurring in the form of capital
gain, and the tax benefits of capital gain are larger for people in
higher marginal tax brackets.
The difference in bid price between the various combinations of
current return and appreciation also varies with changes in the planning
horizon and leverage ratio. In general, the difference in bid price
between the high appreciation, low cash return situation and the low
appreciation, high cash return situation increases as both the planning
horizon and the' leverage ratio increase. This is particularly true at
the higher marginal tax brackets. For example, assuming a 50 percent
marginal tax bracket, a 20 percent leverage ratio and 10 year planning
horizon, the bid price Increases from $891 to $1,096 as the mix of
returns changes from 8 percent current Income—4 percent appreciation
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to 4 percent current income—8 percent appreciation. If the planning
horizon is held constant at 10 years but the leverage ratio increases
to 80 percent, the bid price increases from $1,045 to $1,336 as the
composition of the return changes. With the leverage ratio held
constant at 80 percent and the planning horizon increased to 30 years,
the bid price increases from $2,006 with 4 percent appreciation—8 percent
current return to $3,188 with 8 percent appreciation—4 percent current
return. The reason for the larger difference in bid prices with a
, * (
longer planning horizon as the mix of returns changes is again related
to tax provisions. The longer planning horizon delays the taxation of
capital gains; thus the present value of that tax obligation is reduced
resulting in a higher after-tax value for the asset. Higher leverage
also has a tax impact because it increases the amount of tax deductible
interest, thus lowering the effective tax bracket at which future
returns are taxed. Note that even though higher bid prices result if
a larger proportion of the return accrues in the form of appreciation
or capital gain, more severe cash flow problems will be encountered
with the higher rate of appreciation and low rate of current cash
return.
The Marginal Tax Rate The marginal tax rate has an interesting
impact on the bid price. With 20 percent leverage, the bid price
declines as the tax rate increases, assuming the planning horizon and
return-appreciation parameters are held constant. For example, with
the 20 year planning horizon and 6 percent return and appreciation,
the bid price with 20 percent leverage is $1,799 per acre for the
16 percent tax bracket and $1,396 for the 50 percent tax bracket.
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With a combination of high leverage and a low current return—high
appreciation rate, the bid price goes up as the tax rate increases.
For example, assuming a 20 year planning horizon, 4 percent current
return—8 percent appreciation and 80 percent leverage, the bid price
is $1,905 per acre for the 16 percent tax bracket and $2,320 for the
50 percent bracket. However, if the current return is high and the
appreciation rate low (again assuming high leverage), the bid price
goes down or increases only slightly as the tax rate increases. For
example, with a 20 year planning horizon, 8 percent current return—4
percent appreciation and 80 percent debt, the bid price is $1,779 per
acre for the 16 percent tax bracket and $1,647 for the 50 percent
bracket. Thus, if the earnings are taxed on a current basis as is
11
the case with the high current return—low appreciation rate assumption,
a higher tax rate results in a lower after-tax income and lower bid
price for land. However, if the earnings accrues primarily as
capital gain, and the purchase is highly leveraged, the tax benefits
of the interest deduction plus the deferred taxation of capital gains
results in a higher bid price as the tax rate increases.
Length of the Planning Horizon The impact of increasing the
length of the planning horizon is also illustrated in Table 13. In
general, as the length of the planning horizon increases, the bid price
increases. This occurs because of the longer time period over which
the asset will generate an income stream as well as appreciate as the
length of the planning horizon increases. The bid price increases
more with a longer planning horizon when the purchaser is in a high
tax bracket, uses high leverage and the asset generates a high
appreciation rate and low current rate of return because the longer
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horizon provides a longer time period to take advantage of the tax
benefits of high leverage and deferred taxation of capital gain.
Leverage The impact of leverage has been illustrated in the
earlier discussion. More explicitly, increased leverage has a
relatively small impact at low tax rates. At the 16 percent marginal
tax rate, the bid price per acre is only marginally higher with
increased leverage assuming a 10 year planning horizon; as the planning
horizon increases the difference in bid prices between high and low
leverage increases somewhat, particularly for the 8 percent
appreciation^—4 percent current return situation. As the tax rate
increases, the impact of leverage becomes more significant. For example,
assuming a 20 year planning horizon, the 50 percent tax bracket and 6
percent return and appreciation, the bid price per acre is $1,396 with
20 percent leverage compared to $1,939 with 80 percent leverage. In
this higher tax bracket, the differences between the bid prices for
high compared to low leverage are larger with high appreciation—low
current return compared to low appreciation—high current return.
These differences occur because of the larger value of the interest
deduction with high leverage as well as the fact that with higher
leverage combined higher marginal tax rates, the cost of capital
declines resulting in a reduction in the discount rate and an increase
in the bid price. Finally, note that the lowest bid price per acre
($891) occurs with 20 percent leverage, the 50 tax rate, a 10 year
planning horizon and 8 percent current return—4 percent appreciation.
In contrast, the highest bid price ($3,188) occurs with 80 percent
leverage, the 50 percent tax bracket, a 30 year planning horizon and
an 8 percent appreciation rate—4 percent current return.
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The Exchange
The Impact of different tax rules concerning taxation of gain at
the time of transfer are illustrated by comparing the results from
Table 13 to those of Table 14. Table 14 assumes that the property
qtialifies for a "like-kind" exchange at the end of the planning horizon,
so the capital gains tax liability is postponed until the subsequent
sale of the property received in the exchange. If the exchange is
used, the bid pricie is higher for all sets of parameters compared
to a sale in which tax must be paid on the capital gain. The
benefits of the excha.nge in terms of higher bid prices range from a
9.6 percent increase for the 50 percent tax bracket, 10 year planning
horizon, 20 percent leverage and 8 percent return—4 percent apprecia
tion situation to a 22.3 percent increase for the 50 percent tax
bracket, 80 percent leverage, 30 year planning horizon and 4 percent
return—8 percent appreciation situation.
installment Reporting of Gain
-Table 15 summarizes the value to the seller of the installment
reporting of gain provision for various interest rates, contract terms,
and marginal tax brackets. In essence, the values in this table indicate
the after-tax per acre benefit of selling land on a contract that quali
fies for installment reporting of gain compared to a contract or cash
sale where the gain is all taxed in the year of sale. It was assumed
in this analysis that the sale price would be identical between a
contract arrangement that qualifies for installment reporting of gain and
a sale that does not qualify so that the only differences are due to
the tax provisions. There is some evidence that a farm sold on contract
may not have the same price as a similar farm sold for cash.
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Table 14. Bid Price Assuming Tax-Free Exchange
Planning Horizon 101 Years 20» Years 301 Years
Return 4 6 B 4 6 8 4 6 8
Appreciation 8 6 4 8 6
.—C—
4 8 6 4
16% Marginal Tax Bracket ->
20% Debt 1451 1371 1300 2102 1935 1808 2408 2159 2001
50% Debt 1462 1381 1308 2133 1958 1827 2456 2194 2027
80% Debt 1473 1390 1316 2163 1982 1846 2503 2229 2053
37% Marginal. Tax Bracket
20% Debt 1352 1204 1098 1966 1698 1487 2257 1870 1630
50% Debt 1443 1277 1136 2223 1878 1628 2686 2161 1833
80% Debt 1542 1356 1198 2522 2097 1788 3220 2516 2074
50% Marginal Tax Bracket
20% Debt 1314 1133 977 1917 1583 1339 2218 1753 . 1463
50% Debt 1453 1242 1060 2323 1873 1547 2920 2211 1767
80% Debt 1610 1365 1154 2832 2235 1800 3898 2836 2169
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Table 15, Value to the Seller of Installment Reporting of Gain (PRESENT VALUE
PER ACRE)-
Interest Rate 7% 9%
Contract Terms
29% down
10 year with
50% balloon
29% down
20 year with
no balloon
29% down
10 .year with
50% balloon
29% down
20 year with
no balloon
Income Tax Basis 50% 25% 50% 25% 50% 25% 50% 25%
16% Marginal Tax $39 $80 $45 $91 $38 $78 $44 $89
37% Marginal Tax $66 $107 $74 $121 $63 $102 $72 $117
54% Marginal Tax $72 $113 $78 $121 $72 $113 $78 $121
a/
— Fair market value—$2,000 per acre; discount rate—8 percent.
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As expected, the contract has a higher value for sellers in higher
marginal tax brackets as well as for parcels of land with a lower
basis compared to the fair market value. For example, assuming an
. 8 percent discount rate and a 9 percent- 1 0 year contract with a
'50 percent Iballoon payment, the value of the installment reporting of
gain provision is only $38 per acre assuming a 16 percent marginal
tax bracket and a tax basis of 50 percent of the selling price of'
the property. In contrast, if the basis is only 25 percent of the
selling price and the taxpayer is in the 54 percent bracket, the
value of the installment payment provision amounts to $113 per acre.
If the contract is extended from a 10-year agreement with a 50 percent
balloon to a 20-year full amortization agreenent, the value of the
installment payment of tax provision increases slightly.
The numbers of Table 15 suggest that the installment reporting of
gain provision has a significant value to the seller, particularly in
the case of property with a low basis and taxpayers who are in high
marginal tax brackets. These numbers suggest that the seller could
offer the property at a discount to the buyer and still be equally as
well off as if the property were sold for cash. The size of the discount
would depend upon the contract terms and the marginal tax bracket of
the seller; if the contract called for a 7 percent interest rate and
a 10-year repayment schedule with a 50 percent balloon, the basis was
equal to 25 percent of the sale price of the property, and the taxpayer
was in the 16 percent marginal tax bracket he could sell at an $80
or approximately 4 percent discount from a cash price of $2,000 per
acre. If the seller was in a 54 percent bracket, the contract called
- •» V.
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for a 20-year equal payment plan and the basis was 25 percent of the
sale value, the seller could discount the property by $121 or approxi
mately 6 percent and still be equally as well off as he would be in the
case of a cash or contract sale which did not qualify for installment"
reporting of gain.
J'' - e us
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FOOTNOTES
— The tax savings that accrue from installment payment of tax were
calculated by subtracting the present value of the installment payments
(both principal and interest) for the 15 year installment payment option
from the tax liability that would be incurred if the installment payment
procedure is not used and the tax obligation must be paid within 9 m!onths
of death. The discount rate used in computing the present value of the
installment payments was 8 percent. For estate tax liabilities of, less
than $345,800 minus the unified credit, the interest rate on the unpaid
tax is 4 percent, so the installment payment method will always result in
positive tax savings for tax liabilities below this amount. However, the
interest rate on the amount of unpaid tax in excess of $345,800 minus the
unified credit is 12 percent. Consequently, for larger estates the pre
sent value of the installment payments may exceed the tax obligation if
it were paid within 9 months because the 12 percent interest rate on the
unpaid taxes exceeds the 8 percent discount rate. In this case the heirs
are not expected to use the installment payment of tax option unless they
can qualify to pay only the first $345,800 of tax minus the unified credit
on an installment basis. It is not clear that qualification of only part
of the estate for the installment payment provision will be acceptable to
the Internal Revenue Service; in this analysis we presumed that partial
qualification was not possible.
2/
— The amount of tax that qualifies for the 4 percent interest rate is
the first $345,800 minus the unified credit. For deaths after 1981,' the
unified credit is $47,000, so the tax obligation that qualifies for 4 per
cent interest is $298,800 which is-the tax liability ov approximately
$880,000 of property,
3/Lord," T. J,, Duane Harris and E. G. Stoneberg, "Return to Crop-Share
Rented Land in Iowa in 1976," FM 1700 (Rev.) Cooperative Extension Service,
Iowa State University, May 1977.
•4/—Melichar, Emanuel, "Capital Gains Versus Current Income in the
Farming Sector," Am. J. of Ag. Econ., Vol. 61, No. 5, December 1979,
pp. 1085-1095.
—'^ Reinders, David and Michael Boehlje, "Computer Assisted Farm Business
Planning," Law-Econ. 241, Economics Department, Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa, November 1980.
6,/
~ In reality the total rate of return is slightly in excess of 12
percent since the cash rate of return (r) and rate of appreciation (a)
are multiplicative. Thus the actural rate of return is r + a + ra; when
a = .06 and r = ,06, the total rate of return is .06 + .06 + .0036 = .1236
or 12.36 percent
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— Feldstein, Martin, "Inflation, Portfolio Choice, and the Prices
of Land and Corporate Stock," Journal of Agricultural Economics, Volume 62,
Number 5, December 1980, pp. 910-916.
Feldstein, Martin, "Inflation and the Taxation of Capital Income in
the Corporate Sector," National Tax Journal, 32(1979); 445-70.
Feldstein, Martin, "Inflation Tax Rules and the Stock Market,"
National Bureau of Economic Research Work, Paper No, 403, Harvard University,
1980b.
Adams, Roy, "The Effect of Income Tax Progressivity on Valuation of
Income Streams by Individuals," American Journal of Agricultural Economics,
Volume 59, Number 3, August 1977.
Harris, Duane and Richard F. Nehring, "Impact of Farm Size on the
Bidding Potential for Agricultural Land," American Journal of Agricultural
Economics, 58: 161-169, May 1976.
CHAPTER V
STRUCTURAL IMPLICATIONS
As noted earlier, the structural implications of the various tax
provisions discussed herein will be developed based on the micro analysis
completed in Chapter IV. Thus, quantitative estimates of future struc
tural change will not be presented here; instead the expected changes in
structure will be developed based on the Incentives tax laws provide for
individuals with various characteristics to alter their behavior with
respect to land ownership and control.
Estate Tax Provisions
The analysis of the current estate tax provisions for the illustra
tive farms (assuming no qualification for the special tax privileges of
use valuation or installment payment of tax) indicates that substantial
tax liabilities are due for the larger farms if death occurs immediately,
and that this tax liability grows dramatically during the 10-year projec
tion period. However, the use of installment payment of tax and special
use valuation provisions dramatically reduces the tax liability in all
situations. The absolute value of the tax savings from using these
provisions is, in general, largest for the farms with the largest net
worth; in fact these provisions appear to almost completely offset the
progressive nature of the estate tax rate structure for the largest
farms in the immediate death scenario. However, in the 10-year projection
j
scenario, the estates are large enough so that the maximum reduction under
the use valuation rules of $500,000 is attained and the higher interest
rate on the installment payment of tax provision is frequently incurred.
Thus, the progressivity of the higher marginal tax brackets is not
completely offset by these provisions in the 10-year projection scenario.
Estates that utilize the use valuation and installment payment of
tax provisions will encounter fewer pressures to liquidate property at the
death of the parents, and thus will be able to transfer larger amounts of
wealth to succeeding generations. The result will be better opportunities
for heirs who inherit property to continue the farming operation, but
fewer opportunities for those who do not inherit property to obtain
control of farmland and other agricultural assets because of the reduced
offerings in the market. Such provisions will result over time in
increased concentration of ownership and control of farm assets, which has
implications for income and wealth distribution as well as the opportuni
ties for entry into agriculture.
Equity considerations between the agricultural sector and other
sectors of the economy also arise with regard to the special use
valuation tax provision. Family, owned and operated firms in other industries
may have similar liquidity problems at death as those experienced by
farmers, yet these firms and the heirs do not receive the same estate
tax benefits unless they own substantial quantities of real property.
Furthermore, equity issues exist within the farming sector with respect
to this provision. The results presented earlier indicate that farmers
I
with a high proportion of real property as part of their estate obtain
a larger benefit from special use valuation compared to those who own
relatively more nonreal estate assets. Furthermore, those who own
high-valued land receive a larger benefit than those with low-valued
land; and farmers'with more real estate and a higher debt load receive
more benefit than those who have less property but a high equity interest.
Finally, the analyses suggest that renters receive little if any
benefit from the special use valuation provision even though they may
have the same net worth and similar liquidity problems in terms of
continuing the farm business at the death of the parents. Thus, this
special tax privilege has different benefits for farmers with different
asset compositions or financial structures. Furthermore, it is not clear
that tax law should encourage higher leverage, or should provide more
benefits for those that purchase high-value land. Note also that
special use valuation has more benefits for older compared to younger
farmers because of the expectation that death will occur quicker for an
older individual. Consequently, one might expect older farmers to be
able to pay a higher price for the same parcel of land than younger
farmers based on the eventual estate tax benefits that will be obtained.
The size of the benefits accruing from use valuation would be
expected to attract additional interest in land as an investment. For
investors who do not own farmland or other land eligible for use
valuation, the impact of the use valuation option on investment behavior
could b'e much greater than for farmers. Thus, a nonfarmer with no
investment in land but with a $2,000,000 estate could shift $1,000,000
to land, reduce his or her gross estate by $500,000, and obtain an
assumed federal estate tax benefit of $225,000 (45 percent tax bracket).
A farmer with a $2,000,000 estate, half or more of which was in land,
would derive the same dollar benefit but the effect on investment patterns
would be less.
As noted earlier, the size of an investor's estate influences the
absolute size of the use valuation benefits, with those possessing
1
larger estates receiving a greater net benefit from a $500,000 reduction
in the gross estate from use valuation. Thus, the maximum tax savings
from the use valuation of land would range from zero (for those with
estates not subject to federal estate tax) to $350,000 for someone in
the 70 percent federal estate tax bracket. In addition to these tax
savingis, any reduction in liquidation costs would also be attributable
to the use valuation election.
Thus, the major impact on investment'patterns of this provision will
be felt as investors able to meet the pre-death and post-death require
ments for use valuation of land endeavor to gain a position in land
ownership sufficient to assure a reduction in the gross estate of $500,000.
The net value of the tax benefit increases with the proportion of land
included in the estate, but once the $500,000 reduction in gross estate
is reached, further benefits come from having a larger estate because of
the graduated tax rate, and this is a function not just of ownership of
land but of ownership of all assets.
If the "gate" restricting the use valuation privilege is opened
further to enable "nonfarm" investors to obtain the tax benefits noted
above, one would expect increased movement of equity capital from the
nonfarm into the farm sector. The implications of such movements with
respect to the separation of ownership and control of farm assets should
be evaluated. It is likely that additional capital will flow into
farmland, driving up the price, until investors are once again indifferent
between investing in farmland with the benefits of use valuation and
investing in other assets valued at death at fair market value. Thus,
the effect \^±11 be a one-time increase in land value with subsequent
purchasers paying a higher price for land.
If the "gate" does hold, the result would be substantial economic
advantage for those able to meet the pre-death and post-death require
ments, with the result that such individuals (presumably farmers and
those actively involved in management under a lease) should be able to
bid land away from-those ineligible to utilize use valuation (presumably
nonfarm investors).
Note that the special use valuation privilege also discourages
sales and encourages more property to move through the nonmarket
mechanism of gifts and bequests. Furthermore, this provision discourages
liquidity planning on the part of farmers because the purchase of an
illiquid asset—farmland—receives special tax benefits. This result is
somewhat ironic since one of the primary reasons for the special use
valuation provision was to reduce the liquidity problems faced by
farmers in the estate settlement process.
In summary, the incentives provided by this tax provision for
structural change include the encouragement of higher leverage for farmers,
increased prices for farmland and particularly higher-valued land, potential
separation of the ownership and operation of farmland and additional
pressures in the rental market (including the development of innovative
leases to maintain qualification for this provision for landlords), and
"entry problems because of the premium that can be paid by older farmers
for property with similar productivity. The reduced offerings of land
because some farmers will choose to own land until death to obtain the
tax benefits, combined with the increased demand to buy real property to
obtain the estate tax benefits will most likely result in increased real
estate prices. And since the tax benefits only accrue at death, addi
tional divergence between the value of land and its income generating
capacity would result in further cash flow problems for those buying
land, particularly the beginning farmer.
The installment payment of tax provision does not have the same
resource pricing and allocation implications as special use valuation;
thus the structural impacts of this provision are not nearly as signifi
cant. This provision does enable farmers to reduce the real cost of their
estate tax burden because of the concessionary interest rate included
in the installment payment provision. Consequently, farm firms that
qualify for this provision will find it easier to transfer the farm
intact and maintain their property ownership during the intergenerational
transfer process, and thus less real estate would be placed on the market
because of sales to settle estates. However, because the installment
payment provision is not tied to a particular type of property such as
is the case with use valuation, it is not expected to have the same
market and resource allocation implications as special use valuation.
The numerical results suggest that the installment payment of tax
provision actually is more desirable than special use valuation in terins
of maintaining the size of farm during the intergenerational transfer
process and reducing the pressures to sell farm assets to settle the
estate. Both of these provisions were implemented in large part because
of the potential liquidity problems that farmers faced in the estate
settlement process and the desire for business continuity for future
generations. The analyses completed here suggest that the installment
payment provision not only may be more effective in terms of fostering
business continuity and reducing the need to liquidate property at death,
but it also does not have the perverse resource pricing and allocation
implications of special use valuation. Thus, the installment payment
privilege is not expected to have as significant an impact on the pattern
\
of resource ownership and control, entry opportunities for beginning
farmers and other structural characteristics and dimensions.
In summary, the special use valuation privilege has a significant
financial flow impact (it reduces the equity outflows necessary to pay
estate taxes) as well as a resource pricing and allocation impact
because qualification for this provision is tied to ownership of a
particular resource—farmland. Economic theory and empirical evidence
over the past number of years suggests that any economic benefit that
is uniquely associated with an asset will eventually be bid into the
price of that asset, and this special tax provision will likely be no .
different. In contrast, the installment payment of tax provision has a
financial flow impact (it also reduces the equity outflows to pay
estate taxes), but it does not have the resource pricing and allocation
impact because qualification for this provision is not tied uniquely to
a particular asset.
Proposed changes in estate tax provisions with respect to increasing
the credit, increasing the amount of tax-free gifts and an unlimited
marital deduction also have structural implications. The opportunity to
make larger tax-free gifts or an increase in the unified credit will
reduce the tax liability on the transfer of property at death, facilitate
the transfer of farms between generations, and reduce the pressures to
liquidate farm property to pay estate settlement costs. Again, such
provisions will encourage the continuation of those family farms that
currently exist, but will make it more difficult for those who do not
have relatives who are currently farming to enter the industry because of
the reduced offerings of farm property to settle estates. So a key
8policy dilemma is whether policy should protect those family farms
currently in existence and foster their growth and expansion, over
future' generations, or increase the opportunities for beginning farmers
who do not have family members with farm property interests to enter
farming.
The proposed change in tax law to implement an unlimited marital
deduction may have quite different implications than many proponents
expect. The analyses completed here suggest that if the estate plan is
developed to take full advantage of the unlimited marital deduction,
the total taxes paid at both deaths may be larger than would occur under
current provisions. This unexpected event occurs because the surviving
spouse must receive all the property at the first death to qualify for
the unlimited marital deduction; when the surviving spouse subsequently
dies, his or her estate is substantially larger than typically occurs
under current law and is taxed in progressively higher tax brackets.
In fact, recent research on the size of the optimal marital deduction
suggests that in many cases the marital deduction that will minimize
the present value of the total tax bill at the death of both spouses
is zero, or at least substantially less than the current maximum
allowable $250,000 or one-half of the adjusted gross estate.—^
Thus, the unlimited marital deduction may result in higher total
taxes because of the concentration of the property in the surviving
spouse's estate, and consequently less property is transferred to the
heirs after both parents are deceased. This potential tax trap of an
unlimited marital deduction may be particularly significant for the
unwary who attempt to minimize the tax liability at the first death only,
and do not recognize the potential for significantly higher taxes at
the subsequent death of the surviving spouse.
Income Tax Provisions
Analysis of the tax treatment of ordinary income versus capital gain
in real property suggests that the preferential tax treatment of capital
gain has substantial benefits, particularly for those who are in high
tax brackets and utilize high leverage to purchase assets. If the earnings
on farmland accrue primarily as capital gain and the purchase is highly
leveraged, the tax savings of the deductible interest payments on the
debt plus the deferred taxation of capital gain can more than offset
the tax liability from the low cash return. This can result in substan
tially higher bid prices for those with high leverage and in high tax
brackets. However, the higher bid prices which occur with a low current
return and high appreciation rate will result in more severe cash-flow
problems in the early years after the purchase. During these early years,
the purchaser may need to augment the cash—flows from the purchase of
real estate with other sources of cash-flow.
The results also indicate that if the current cash return is
high and the appreciation rate is low, the bid price for real estate is
reduced or increases only marginally as the tax rate increases even
with high leverage. Under this assumption, a higher tax rate results
in a lower after-tax income and therefore a lower bid price for land.
These results suggest that high tax bracket taxpayers will be
able to outbid those in lower tax brackets (in many cases beginning
farmers); furthermore high bracket taxpayers prefer capital gain to
ordinary income and will be willing to accept low cash rates of return
as long as low rates are accompanied by high rates of appreciation.
Thus, the established farmer or nonfarm investor will be able^ to outbid
the beginning farmer in the real estate market based on the differential
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tax rules. The beginning farmer, in contrast, may be more interested
in cash flow than' appreciation, but he must compete in a market with
those who are more interested in appreciation than cash flow. The
result is that entering farmers will encounter increasing difficulties
in competing in the real estate market and obtaining ownership of farm
land. However, the beginning farmer may have additional opportunities
to rent farmland from owners who acquire real estate more for its
*
appreciation potential' than its cash flow generating capacity.
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FOOTNOTES
— Reinders, David, Michael Boehlje and Neil E. Harl, "The Role
of the Marital Deduction in Planning Intergenerational Transfers,"
Am. J. of Agri. Econ., Vol. 62, No. 3, August 1980, pp.384-39A.
